HOW TO MAKE DOVETAILED DRAWERS

15 INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FROM OUR IDEA SHOP

SUPER PROJECTS
C-clamp coatrack
Man-in-the-moon shelf clock
A dresser-top jewelry box
Scrollsawed windmill plaque in 3-D
Carved feather
Clean-air cabinet
Rolling pins
RBI Hawk Scroll Saws

13 REASONS WHY WE'RE #1

According to the Editors of Wood, "RBI 220VS & 216VS Scroll Saws rate EXCELLENT OR GOOD in all areas tested."

- Wood Mag. Sept. 91-

RBI was the only manufacturer to have all models tested rate "EXCELLENT" in Vibration-Speed Control-& Quality of Cut from that same review by the editors of Wood Magazine.

All this adds up to——

THE BEST REASON OF ALL...
Whether for pleasure or profit the RBI Hawk is perfect for getting the entire FAMILY involved, and in today's society we feel FAMILY is very important.

Call or write today for a FREE Information Kit 1-800-487-2623.
Here at WOOD magazine, we pride ourselves on staying in tune with what our readers want. In a very real sense, you are the guiding light that directs our every move. When we hear that a sizable number of our audience want something, we do our best to produce it for you.

That's exactly what prompted us to come up with the idea for WOOD magazine's SUPER SCROLLSAW PATTERNS Service. We have known for a long time that lots of you enjoy doing scrollsaw projects. And why wouldn't you? They're fun, easy to accomplish, and make terrific gifts for family and friends.

Many of you also have asked us where to find high-quality, original patterns. The answer is WOOD magazine's SUPER SCROLLSAW PATTERNS Service.

Here's how it works. We will be joining forces with our network of contacts and churning out a non-stop stream of great-looking scrollsaw projects. Then, for those of you who care to subscribe to the Service, we'll send a pattern pack your way every two months. There'll be lots of excitement in each issue—I guarantee it. Clocks, wall plaques, centerpieces, puzzles, country cutouts, ornaments, alphabets, you name it, we'll be bringing them to you.

If you're a WOOD magazine reader who just can't get your fill of scrollsaw patterns, see our ad between pages 80 and 81 to get a FREE issue of this new product. We've included 18 super designs in the first packet alone. Come and join in the fun.

Larry Clayton

Photograph by John Hetherington

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE: For a change of address it is best for you to directly contact your local Postmaster who then will notify us. For any other service on your subscription, please write WOOD Customer Service, P.O. Box 55059, Boulder, CO 80322-5059 (enclose a recent label from your magazine for better service). Or you may phone toll-free 800-971-6683.

EDITORIAL MAILING ADDRESS: WOOD magazine, 1812 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50309-3676.
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Wood profile

Butternut...walnut’s kissin’ cousin 23
For carving furniture, mantelpieces, and reliefs, few woods top butternut for its workability and subtle beauty.

Craftsman close-up

Shoot-over decoys 25
Outdoorsman Grayson Chesser of Virginia's Eastern Shore no longer farms for a living. He found he can make better money (and have a lot more fun) carving and selling hunting decoys.

Shop-tested techniques

Making and installing dovetailed drawers 30
Add the look of quality craftsmanship to your furniture projects with the tried-and-true drawer construction process found here.

Now you can build it

Shaker-style tall chest 36
Put your newly acquired drawermaking skills to work by building this exquisite bedroom piece. Featuring ample cabinet and drawer storage, it’s like building two projects in one.

Carving

Carve a colorful feather pin 44
Entry-level carvers and old hands alike will enjoy shaping, woodburning, and painting this life-sized replica of a wood duck feather.

Idea shop

Air-filtration cabinet 48
Keep airborne dust from fouling your shop's environment (and your lungs) with our hardworking mobile unit. Note that the top raises for use as an outfeed table.
CANDY-STRIPED ROLLING PINS 52
Shape a trio of multicolored baking utensils, using a laminated wood product called Colorwood and the templates found inside.

SHINING STARS 54
Check out the special woodworking and storage products that came to our rescue when we assembled our IDEA SHOP featured in issue 54.

DRESSER-TOP DELIGHT 58
Bandsaw owners, this one's for you—an intriguing three-drawer jewelry box that's as fun to make as it is to give.

IDEA SHOP
C-CLAMP COATRACK 62
Need a fitting hook to hang your shop apron on? With this project you've got it, along with an extra for your hat and coat.

THE CRAFT SHOP
MAN-IN-THE-MOON SHELF CLOCK 64
It takes time to make time, but with our heavenly project, a day should suffice. See the full-sized patterns and painting instructions accompanying the plan.

OLD-WORLD WINDMILL 66
With a fine-toothed blade mounted in your scrollsaw, you'll breeze right through this peaceful scene from the past. Overlapping parts give the wall plaque depth.

A GREAT CONTEST... AGAIN! 68
Don't miss this year's parade of winners from our annual toy contest. Then, enter 1993's competition (see the rules on page 82).
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Clockmaking and Wood Projects in 64 Exciting New Pages!

Clock Kits & Plans • Watches
American-made
Quartz Clock Movements
• Mechanical Movements
• Dials, Hands & Numerals
• Weather Instruments
• Music Box Kits & Movements
• Whirligigs
• Woodworking Tools & Plans

You'll find these items and many more in our new Fall catalog. All at great low prices. Plus, find out about Klockit's second annual "Create-a-Clock" Contest. Details are in the new catalog. Send for it today. It's FREE!

Or call Toll-Free 1-800-556-2548 and mention Dept. WD102.

Klockit
P.O. Box 542, Dept. WD102
Lake Geneva, WI 53147-9961

What the experts say about HEGNER Scroll Saws:

“best overall...” — Wood
“highly favored...” — Fine Woodworking
“ultimate in tools...” — Workbench

*VERGNÜGEN: A German noun meaning delight or pleasure.

1-800-648-4264
(In Delaware call 322-2226)

P.O. Box 312, Dept. 497
New Castle, DE 19720
FAX 302-327-3479

Please send FREE INFORMATION on HEGNER Scroll Saws.

name
Address
City, State
Phone
Zip
CLAMPS

QUAKER STATE has all your CLAMPING NEEDS ...all under one roof!

TRU-GRIP BACK-TO-BACK BENCH CLAMP
18' Grip... $31.95
30' Grip... $39.95
New 50' Grip... $44.95

TRU-GRIP CLAMP ‘N TOOL GUIDE
IT’S A GUIDE OR FENCE
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

NEW from TITEBOND. The first one-part glue that passes type II water proof testing, creating a stronger "molecular bond." Use for indoor and outdoor projects alike.
#6238 - TITEBOND II 8oz
#6239 - TITEBOND II 16oz
#6240 - TITEBOND II Gallon

TITEBOND II WOODGLUE

TITEBOND II

MagicMat
Great for belt sanding, routing, palm sanders, hand scraping, drilling, and more...all without clamping! This mat is NOT foam, NOT carpet padding, and NOT underlay material. It is 1/8" dense rubber that will NOT slide on wood, laminate, vinyl, plastic, etc.
#6340 - 1 for...
#6341 - 3 for...
$7.95
or $5.65 each
MAT SIZE 36" x 24"

Spray Fine Finishes
$179.99 delivered

QuickGrip Bar Clamp
Light, Strong, Fast. The Bar Clamp that’s so easy, you can use it with one hand!

Quick-Grip Bar Clamp

Value Specials

All Products Guaranteed

Spray Fine Finishes

Quick-Grip Bar Clamp

Quaker State Woodworking Supply

Quaker State Woodworking Supply

Woodworking Industries Building #2
R.D. #9, Box 3838, Dept. M92-A10, Reading, PA 19605

1-800-776-5467 Dept. M92-A10 For Fast Delivery!

Quick-Grip Bar Clamp

GripBar Clamp

Free Shipping on orders received by September 30, 1992
When was the last time you

If you've ever had the experience of uncrating a new Delta machine, you know what it feels like.

You now own the very best. And you've got well over half a century of tradition sitting right there in your shop.

At that moment, the notion of getting all that you paid for (and then some), is a pretty good feeling.

So you take a couple steps back, check it out and give it a grin.

In the spirit of that moment, we thought we'd give you a little something extra to grin about.

Everything you see here has either a rebate or an extra value connected with it. Who knows. With a few extra dollars in your pocket or a few extra goodies for your shop, you just might be uncrating several of these beauties.

Just get your best price from your Delta dealer, then get a rebate check directly from Delta. All free accessories come packaged with the tool.

At the very least you'll get more than you paid for.

FREE STAND AND EXTENSION WINGS

With the Delta 13'' Planer, you can handle stock up to 13'' wide and 6'' thick. Precision plane down to 1/8'' thickness. And just to make things interesting, we'll throw in our heavy gauge steel stand and extension wings, absolutely free.

CLASSIC DEAL

Our 14'' Wood Cutting Bandsaw with 3/4 HP motor, enclosed stand and 6½'' thick cutting capacity is very simply, a classic. Comes with a fifty dollar rebate check from Delta.

FREE PLANS, DADO HEAD AND TABLE INSERT

Sharpen your cutting skills on our 10'' Table Saw (Model 34-670) by building a bookcase. Learn precision rabbeting, grooving or ploughing with a free carbide-tipped adjustable dado head and table insert.

GREAT FROM ANY ANGLE

Our new 32'' Radial Drill Press has five spindle speeds, swiveling head, traveling ram. Flexibility at any angle. Complete with free 3/8'', 1/2'' and 3/4'' Forstner style bits. (Shown with accessory table.)

Building On Tradition

A Pentair Company

For information on these and other new products, call toll free for the name of your nearest Delta dealer: Delta International Machinery Corp., Pittsburgh, PA, 800-438-2486. In Canada, call: 519-636-2840.

* All offers good only from participating distributors in the continental U.S., Alaska, Hawaii and Canada, from Aug. 1, 1992 thru Dec. 31, 1992. To qualify, machines must be purchased complete with motors and accessories. Free accessories only while supplies last.
got more than you paid for?

A stable of workhorses. Each with
the heart of a thoroughbred: Our
Combination 5/8 HP Table Saw,
6" Belt/12" Disk Sander, 6" Planer, all
in one saw. The Digilock™
Uniblade™ Saw Guide. The
34.4 RPM Unican™ Saw Guide.

In one saw. The Digilock™
Uniblade™ Saw Guide. The
34.4 RPM Unican™ Saw Guide.

The real deal here is precision.
More of it than you've ever had.

One of a kind.

And more.

Precision Drilling

A 1/2" Drill Press, with
6 Speeds. Its capacity chuck
becomes an even greater value
to you and saving you, free.

Easy reach.

Precision Drilling

Your Tips:

Our 12" Drill Press
has a 2-speed drill.

Our 6 Speed Drill Press
has a 6-speed drill.

A free accessory utility tray
keeps drill bits within easy reach.

Our 6 Speed Drill Press
keeps drill bits within easy reach.
Big surprise from toy contest
I entered a fire truck and a car in WOOD magazine's 1992 Build-A-Toy contest, student division. I was very surprised and happy when I found out I had won some prizes. I would like to thank WOOD magazine and all the sponsors who made this contest possible. I hope you have this contest in the future. Keep up the good work on all those informative articles.

—Jason Resch, Bryant, Wis.


Must sell: Full set of WOOD magazines
Perhaps you can help me out of a dilemma. I've been a charter subscriber to WOOD magazine and have all 54 issues stored in my study here at home. I am a retired woodworking instructor and at 70 years of age, I don't see how it is possible to keep up with all of the fine projects shown on the pages of WOOD. All issues have been kept in mint condition in book boxes which I made in my home workshop. Since I am also running out of storage space, I would like to sell the entire set. Any suggestions would be a big help.

—Donald Kinnaman, Phoenix, Ariz.

Any takers out there? Drop Don a line at 6746 N. 10th Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85013-1008

Router mat cuts noise
I live in an apartment and, along with my neighbors, dislike noise. I have a Hegner scroll saw which is quiet until you start cutting material more than 1/4" thick and up. I found the thicker material creates considerably more noise. I have found a solution that I'd like to share with fellow readers. I cut a router mat to cover the scroll saw work surface and taped it down with masking tape. I then covered the mat with heavy mailing tape. This reduced the noise level and also made it easier to guide the wood through the saw blade while working on it.

—Robert A. Lee, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.
Hard-to-find materials in store

I read the article “What You Really Need to Know About Buying Boards,” in your April 1992 issue. The trouble is, I have a hard time buying raw materials in my area. For example, I have visited a dozen area lumberyards and building-supply stores trying to buy laminated particleboard for building your router table. None of the stores had any in stock. Five stores didn’t even know what it was. Four knew what it was and said they could order it. Two said I could buy the particleboard and glue, then buy the laminate somewhere else and make my own. One suggested I call the local cabinetmaker. He would sell me a bundle of 24 4x8’ sheets for $300. What am I supposed to do?

—James Wright, Lawrence, Kan.

James, we may have confused you and other readers through our use of the word “laminate.” The heavy-duty worktop for the router table (issue 33) consists of two pieces of 3/4” particleboard (available at all lumber outlets) glued together with contact cement. We call this laminated particleboard. It does not include the plastic laminate at this point. Next, glue 3/4” thick by 1 1/2” wide birch banding to the edges, followed by two pieces of plastic laminate (one for the top surface and one for the bottom surface of the worktop).

“Grooved” tables garner gripes

After reading your buymanship article on bandsaws in the April 1992 issue, I just had to put my two cents in. There should be a law against grooved tables on bandsaws! Small pieces of cut-off fall down into the grooves during scrolling. This blocks the workpiece and prevents it from being rotated. Talk about irritation! My 12” Sears has that problem and it just makes me want to scream when a piece gets botched during a rotation cut. Help!

—Mike Massey, Taylor, Texas.

You can solve this frustration, Mike. Cover the grooved table with 1” Masonite or particleboard. Make one piece to cover both the front and back of the table. Cut a kerf slot in the piece to allow for changing the bandsaw blade. You’ll have to drill holes through the table and Masonite in order to bolt the latter down. Or, use C-clamps to secure the Masonite provided they don’t interfere with cutting.

Continued on page 10
TALKING BACK

“Maple Leaf” joins “Old Glory”

In your January 1992 issue no. 49, I came across the “Grand Old Flag” project in the Craft Shop. I made one, then designed the Canadian flag from your basic flag outline. If any fellow Canadians would like to make their own “Maple Leaf,” I’d be glad to send them a copy of my plans.

—John Celentino, Niagara Falls, Ont.

If you’d like to order the plans, send $2 (U.S. or Canadian) to John Celentino at 3627 Gainsborough Ave., Niagara Falls, ON L2J 2V1, Canada.

Torque “clamps” router to table

In your June 1992 issue no. 52, page 8, under “Weighty concerns about router table,” you stated gravity holds the router in place in its rabbed opening. That’s only half correct. Yes, gravity makes the router stay in the recessed area. But, the large torque produced by a spinning router actually clamps the router in the recessed area. I doubt (although I have never tested it) that the router would fall out even if the table was turned upside down, as long as the router was spinning.

—Ed Brittain, Covina, Calif.

That would make an interesting experiment, Ed. But we’ll leave it for the college physics department to demonstrate.

Found: Zircon Voltage-Metal Sensors

In your February 1992 issue you said the Zircon Voltage-Metal Sensors were available at Ace Hardware stores. My Ace dealer doesn’t have any and can’t get any. Can you help?

—John Cooper, Owosso, Mich.

John, until they come out with a new model, Zircon has discontinued making their Voltage-Metal Sensor. And the new one could be two years away. However, Zircon still has a couple hundred sensors left in stock at headquarters. They are $20.95 plus $5 for shipping and handling. You can order one by calling 800/245-9265. In California, call 408/866-8600.

12211 Woodlake Drive, WD4, Burnsville, MN 55337
1-800-334-4910 or (612) 895-9922

Made in the U.S.A.
With the Freud Biscuit Joining System, you can create an exceptionally strong joint quick and easy, and with Freud's new Gluing System, joining just got easier. Now, for a limited time, receive a free Gluing System with the purchase of a Freud Biscuit Joiner.

The Freud JS100 Joiner has an industrial duty cast housing, a solidly built drive and a powerful 5 amp motor that will give you many years of service. Freud is world renowned for carbide cutting tools and the blade for the biscuit joiner is made using the same advanced technology in the same factories. With this system you get a carrying case, blade removal tools, sample bag of biscuits, complete instruction manual and our special lubricant.

Our G100 Biscuit Joiner Gluing System has a flat nozzle, perfect for applying glue into the biscuit joint slots. We've included a base that holds the bottle and prevents the glue from drying in the tip and keeps glue at the tip ready for action. (Base contains a sponge that holds water for moisture) Top it off with an attached cap. Use our gluing system and avoid a sticky situation.

So try our JS100 Biscuit Joiner now, and you'll see why it is the tool preferred by many professionals in the woodworking industry. Plus, receive a Freud Gluing System, a $21.90 retail value, FREE!

**FREE! A $21.90 Value**

The New G100 Gluing System

Official Rules
JS100 Biscuit Joiner must be purchased from participating dealers between October 1, 1982 - February 28, 1983. Only one (1) free Gluing System per mailing address. Only original "Free Gluing System" coupons (no duplicates or photocopies accepted) will be accepted. Include invoice or bill of sale and a complete warranty registration card from inside of biscuit joiner package. Offer good only in the continental USA, Alaska, and Hawaii. Void where prohibited by law.

Giveaway cannot be honored unless all information is properly submitted and postmarked by March 31, 1983. Due not included. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

(Please Print)

Date of Purchase

Dealers

Name

Address

High Point, NC 27264
919-434-3171 • 800-472-7307

Precisely what you need.
**EARN CASH, PRIZES FOR YOUR TOP SHOP TIP**

Do you have a great shop tip (or two) you’d like to share with other WOOD® magazine readers? For each published submission, you will get at least $40 from WOOD magazine (as much as $200 if we devote a page or more of space elsewhere in the magazine to your idea). You also may earn a woodworking tool for submitting the Top Shop Tip for the issue.

We try not to use shop tips that have appeared in other magazines, so please send yours to only one. We do not return shop tips. Mail your tip(s), address, and daytime phone number to:

**Top Shop Tip**
WOOD magazine
1912 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309-3379

---

### Extra countersink ensures a tight joint

*After tightening the screws joining two project parts, you notice a gap between the pieces. Tightening the screws doesn’t help.*

**TIP:** Here’s what happened: The screw thread pulled the wood fibers, raising a bump around the screw hole. That bump prevents the pieces from fitting closely. Here’s what to do about it: After drilling the pilot hole and shank hole, countersink each slightly on the mating surface. Then, assemble the parts with a gap-free joint.

---

### Sandpaper cleaner works on stones

*While touching up the edges on your cutting tools, you notice that metal filings have clogged your stone. Is there some quick way to clean the stone?*

**TIP:** Wipe the sharpening stone dry, and then clean it with the same rubber cleaning stick you use on your sanding belts and discs. Rub the cleaning block hard on the stone several times to remove sharpening residue.

---

### Taped instructions prevent costly goofs

*The large cabinet sides you’ve made from expensive walnut plywood look great. The dadoes and rabbets are straight as a string, and the dimensions are right on the money. Unfortunately, they’re both left sides.*

**TIP:** Masking tape can keep you from making the right cuts in the wrong places. Mark the good face, top, or back of the panels with masking-tape labels. Reminders or special instructions on the tape prevent cutting errors and also prove helpful at assembly time.

---

### Grinder on stilts lies low between uses

*Though you don’t use your bench grinder often, it’s bolted to the workbench, taking up valuable space. Why? Because otherwise, it wanders all over the benchtop whenever you turn it on.*

**TIP:** Unbolt the grinder from the bench, and then insert the mounting bolts back into the holes on the machine base. Run the nuts right up to the bottom of the base, and tighten them. Now, you can store the grinder, which looks like it’s standing on threaded stilts, out of the way.

When you need to use it, just place it on the benchtop, letting the bolts extend into the holes. To reduce vibration, slide a rubber washer onto each bolt before setting the grinder into place.

---

*Homer A. Bruno, Palmyra, N.J.*

Continued on page 15
Create a Mouse.
Two great new tools in the Craftsman Contractor Series can take you from the detail of a mouse to the structure of a house.

It's a fact! Our new 20" Scroll Saw lets you cut the corners a little finer thanks to the many features we've designed in... a specially tuned leg stand and our anti-vibration counter-weight system for superb control at the cutting line; variable speed capability for cutting different materials; pin and plain-end blades for the finest detail work; extra large storage capacity to keep all your blades conveniently at hand.

And Craftsman's new 8 1/4 Slide Compound Miter Saw is also a remarkable tool. It can cleanly cut a 2" x 12" at the job site, or tackle the intricate compound angles required for crown moldings and trim work.

Its 10 amp motor, four miter stops left and right of zero, the built in crown molding scales, and attractive price help make it an industry leader.

Any way you cut it, Craftsman's Contractor Series tools provide the professionalism you need for your next project. See them at your local Sears retail store, or order direct from our Sears catalog by dialing our toll free number, 1-800-366-3000.
Record

Coronet CL-3...
The latest Woodturning Lathe for the professional or craftsmen.

Heavy Duty cast iron head and tail stocks combined with the 1 1/2" diameter solid twin bed bars reduce vibration to a minimum.

The adjustable main bearing is silent running, unlike roller bearings. The rotating head stock allows face plate turning up to 30" diameter (with optional bowl attachment).

Features 5 speed Poly "V" Drive, and continuously rated 3/4 H.P. TEFC motor. Between centers capacity available in 36" or 48".

See these and other great Record Tools at your Dealer Today!

CUTAWAY OF CL-3 SWIVELLING HEAD STOCK showing full 1" spindle for supporting heavy loads, and massive tapered bronze adjustable bearing for zero float.

Record Tools Inc.
1915 Clements Road, #1, Pickering, Ontario, Canada L1W 3V1
tel: (416) 428-1077
fax: (416) 428-7555

BONUS! FREE WITH EVERY RECORD CORONET CL-3 LATHE PURCHASED TILL DEC. 31/92

Record Collet Chuck Set
GV300 and GV400
Revolving Centre Kit:
M5 L $352.00
USA

CALIFORNIA

WHOLE EARTH ACCESS
829 Anthony St, Berkeley, CA 94710
1-800-529-0320

COLORADO

WOODCRAFT SUPPLY
Tamarindo Terrace
4403 S. Tamarrro Parkway, Denver, CO 80237
303-393-3007

FLORIDA

WOODWORKING UNLIMITED
Oxford Square Shopping Center
640 S. E. Semoran Blvd, State Rd. 436, Casselberry, FL 32707
407-250-3002

GEORGIA

STONE MOUNTAIN POWER TOOLS
P.O. Box 28257, Norcross, GA 30091
404-446-9890

ILLINOIS

MOON SAW & TOOL, INC.
2503 N. Ashland Ave, Chicago, IL 60614
1-800-647-7871 • In IL: 312-540-7924

INDIANA

WOODCRAFT SUPPLIES
Woodstock Shopping Center
6727 S. 32nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46203
317-492-0103

MASSACHUSETTS

BEAVER WOODWORKING SUPPLIES, INC.
1 Brockton Ave, Brockton, MA 02102
508-938-0777 • FAX: 508-938-0780

MICHIGAN

WOODCRAFT SUPPLY
Heritage Plaza
11819 Telegraph Road, Willow Township, MI 48380
313-318-9017

MINNESOTA

WOODCRAFT SUPPLY
Plaza St, Mpls.
9741 Lyndale Aventure South, Bloomington, MN 55420
612-884-3634

MISSOURI

WOODCRAFT SUPPLY
Birkner's Hardware
12511 Olive Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63141
314-344-5779

NEW YORK

PHILIPS BROTHERS SUPPLY, INC.
5255 Kenmore Ave, Buffalo, NY 14203
1-800-888-7271

SCHINDLER CHANCE HARDWOODS
29 West Main, Painesville, NY 11803
516-756-8292

OHIO

SHOPSMITH WOODWORKING CENTERS
1-800-762-7225

OREGON

THE TOOL PEDDLER
9997 South East 82nd, Portland, OR 97266
503-777-TOOL • 1-800-344-8469

WOODWORKING UNLIMITED
12020 S. W. Main St, Tigard, OR 97223
503-648-1439

UTAH

WOODWORKING UNLIMITED
Union Point Shopping Center
707 E. Fort Union Blvd, Salt Lake City, UT 84107
801-568-5812

WASHINGTON

WOODCRAFT SUPPLY
Georgetown Center
5963 Corbon Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98108
206-787-6384

CANADA

ALBERTA

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
11440 - 142nd St, Edmonton, Alberta T5M 1V1
403-453-2273

BRITISH COLUMBIA

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
1735 Boundary Road, Vancouver, British Columbia V5M 3Y7
604-291-6642

MANITOBA

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
934 St. James Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3H 0K3
204-778-7294

MARITIMES

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
6100 Young Street, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 2A4
902-453-6099

ONTARIO

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
100 Central Ave, Brockville, Ontario K6V 5W6
613-432-2461

HAMILTON WENTWORTH

TOOL CONNECTION
TECS TOOLS & MACHINERY
1104 Barton St. East, Hamilton, Ontario L8H 2V1
416-454-5555

THE TOOL CENTRE
2788 Princess St, Kingston, Ontario K7P 1W9
613-393-9810

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
981 Wellington Rd South, London, Ontario N6E 3A8
519-478-2407

MARKHAM INDUSTRIAL & TRADE SUPPLIES
187 Steeles Ave West, Unit 416, Markham, Ontario L3R 2R9

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
1404 Dundas St. East, Mississauga, Ontario L4X 1L4
416-277-0211

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
48 Kodak Cres, North York, Ontario M3J 3G5
416-957-1747

MARKHAM INDUSTRIAL & TRADE SUPPLIES
187 Steeles Ave West, Unit 416, Markham, Ontario L3R 2R9

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
1404 Dundas St. East, Mississauga, Ontario L4X 1L4
416-277-0211

HAMILTON WENTWORTH

TOOL CONNECTION
WEEKS HARDWARE LTD.
71 Hamilton St. South, Waterdown, Ontario L0R 1H0
416-868-6618

ONTARIO & WESTERN CANADA

NORMAND INC.
5630 Tonken Rd., Unit 45, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1P4
416-670-8670 • FAX: 416-670-8672

QUEBEC

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
1562 Ch. De Chambly, Longueuil, Quebec J4L 3X5
514-670-4111

BLACK & DECKER CANADA INC.
3001 Belanger East, Montreal, Quebec H1Y 1B4
514-722-1021

J. R. NORMAND
540 Cameron Ave, St. Marie De Beauce, Quebec G6E 3A4
418-387-3545

QUEBEC & ATLANTIC CANADA

NORMAND INC.
1869 Boul. Ouest, Dorion, Lorette, Quebec, H7L 5A3
514-928-4550 • FAX: 514-928-3570

TIPS FROM YOUR SHOP (AND OURS)

Modified dowels aid dry-assembly

TIP: Test-fit parts with dowels that won't stick in the holes. Make them by sawing a bandsaw kerf about half the length of the dowel from one end. Then, from the other end, cut another kerf 90° to the first one. The modified dowels fit snugly enough to align parts accurately, but you can still remove them easily. Glue the project together with unmodified dowels.

-D. Higginbotham, Lawrenceville, Ga.

Reverse your drill when making your mark

You've already drilled shank holes for screws through a project part. Now, you must mark centers for the pilot boles in the mating part.

TIP: Align the mating parts, and clamp them together with the drilled piece on top. Then, use a drill bit the size of the shank hole to mark the centers. To prevent drilling when you only want to mark, flip the switch on your drill to "reverse." Run the drill in a short burst to make the mark.

~From the WOOD magazine shop

Continued on page 16
Some spadework makes a trying job easier
You're having a terrible time driving threaded brass inserts into 1/4" holes in your project. You can't guide them in straight because the screwdriver slips out of the slot, battering the insert and the wood.

**TIP:** Put the screwdriver aside, and chuck a 1/2" spade bit into your variable-speed portable drill.

The cutting edge of the bit fits into the slot on the insert, and the center pilot prevents the bit from slipping out sideways. Drive the insert at a slow speed. If you use a drill press, turn the chuck by hand to drive the inserts. For other inserts, select a spade bit that matches the pilot-hole diameter.

---

Thomassl Kelly, Trenton, N.J.

Hardboard inserts neutralize
Open-grid tablesaw extensions save a lot of weight and expense. The pain when you pinch your fingers between a board and a crossbar sometimes outweighs those advantages, though.

**TIP:** On extensions with a raised rim around the open gridwork, you can protect your fingers by covering the open areas with hardboard inserts. Select material thin enough that the insert surface will be lower than the metal table surface (1/4" hardboard fits the Sears Craftsman saw illustrated). Measure the openings, and then cut a strip of hardboard for each. Sand or file the edges and corners as necessary for a snug fit, smooth side up. Glue the inserts into place with construction adhesive or silicone.

---

Robert Surman, Linden, N.J.
Vinyl siding scraps make lifetime scrollsaw patterns
You can trace around cardboard patterns to make copies of your favorite scrollsaw cutouts. But the cardboard doesn’t last very long in the workshop.

**TIP:** Cut your patterns from scraps of vinyl house siding instead. It’s thin, cuts easily with your scrollsaw, and stands up to a lot of abuse. You can glue a photocopy or paper pattern to it, or draw on it with pencils, markers, or pens. And you can probably get all you need free from a contractor’s scrap pile (but, ask first).

—John Schwartz, Olney, Ill.

**MORE TIPS FROM OUR WOODWORKING PROS**
- For wobble-free shelves, use a shelf-hole template like that shown on page 43. It ensures that all four holes for each shelf are at the same height.
- Don’t skip past page 52 just because you don’t need a rolling pin. The turning squares we used would liven up many a spindle-turning project.
- To bandsaw small projects, add an auxiliary tabletop like that shown on page 59. It keeps the work from falling into the miter-gauge slot and disrupting a smooth cut. ♣
HTC outfeed rollers: they're like a second pair of hands

Like me, you probably work by yourself during much of your shop time. So, you know what it's like when you need some assistance to rip a long board or panel with your tablesaw. I grew tired of finding someone to help me during these times, so I ordered a set of HTC outfeed rollers.

I requested a 37"-wide version for my Delta Unisaw (15"-wide models also are available). Installation took about 3 hours and required me to relocate the dust port from the back of the Unisaw to the side of the machine (not necessary on newer Unisaws).

Once in place, the rollers worked perfectly, and my workpieces tracked over them with no deviation in direction. The accessory has an innovative cam action that allows me to effortlessly lower the rollers ¾" when my miter-gauge bar extends past the saw table. When I'm through working, I just fold down the roller assembly, freeing up shop space.

After several months of use, the well-built unit has proven itself durable and reliable. I have every reason to believe it will last the lifetime of the saw. For saws that have a motor hanging out of the back, such as a Delta Contractors Saw, HTC makes a version with an attached mobile base that sells for approximately $100 more.

—Tested by Jim Boelling

HTC outfeed rollers for 10" cabinet-style saws, $288 from HTC dealers nationwide. For more information, call HTC Products at 800/624-2027 or 313/399-6185.

Continued on page 20
A Band Saw Special You Won’t Want To Miss

Buy an Inca Model 340 Band Saw at a special low price and you’ll get Mark Duginske’s Band Saw Handbook, 2 blades, and a set of Cool Blocks® FREE. And, with any order from this ad you’ll get our 224 page Tool Catalog FREE.

We’ve brought in a special shipment of Inca’s famous Model 340 Direct-Drive 10½” Band Saw. This unique machine has a 34 HP continuous duty motor, fully balanced wheels, and unquestionably the best blade guide system available on any medium sized band saw — at any price.

This blade guide system (the heart of any band saw) enables the Model 340 to accurately track blades as fine as our 1/64” 24 tpi scroll blades (use Cool Blocks®), or as heavy as a 1/8” 37 resaw blade.

Comes with a Rip Fence as standard equipment. The 340 mounts easily on any sturdy table (we can also provide good stand plans). Its relatively light weight (about 70 lbs) and the direct mounted motor also make it entirely portable if desired.

The Regular Price for the Model 340 is $795. While these special quantities last, you can get one for only $695. Shipping is a flat $25 to anywhere in the 48 states. (Inquire about HI and AK.)

As an added dividend, we’ll send you the book, the Cool Blocks®, a 1/4” and a 1/2” blade, a $50.00 value absolutely FREE with your order. Regular Sale

340 Inca 10½” Band Saw $795.00 $695.00

Five Things That Will Improve The Performance Of Any Band Saw

If you already own a band saw that you’re devoted to, here are some products that will help make it perform better than ever.

**Band Saw Handbook by Mark Duginske**

Learn what makes your band saw tick. Tune-up and maintenance, blade selection, tracking and tensioning. Hundos of tips and shortcuts. Unlock your saw’s full potential.

16L04.02 Band Saw Handbook $16.95

Super Narrow 1/6” Scroll Cutting Bandsaw Blades Increase Your Saw’s Versatility

You may have never seen a blade like this. A 24tpi raker style, it produces smooth cuts while making incredibly tight turns. We recommend using our Cool Blocks® blade guides with these delicate blades; since they can be set closer to the blade without danger of overheating.

**Extra Smooth Cutting Cabinetmaker’s Bandsaw Blades**

A Garrett Wade exclusive. They look like regular raker blades but are actually ETS (Every Thread Slot) — a design normally available only on production blades. The result is a very smooth cutting blade that feeds easily. 1/6” blade is for general work and the 1/2” for resawing and heavy straight sawing.

93/64” Blades (Delta 1/4” and copies)

33K11.01 1/6” 24 tpi Scroll $15.95
33K11.04 1/6” 14 tpi Scroll $14.95
33K11.02 1/4” 4 tpi Cabinet $11.95
33K11.03 1/4” 3 tpi Cabinet $12.95

80” Blades (Sears 1/2”)

33K12.01 1/6” 24 tpi Scroll $14.95
33K12.04 1/6” 14 tpi Scroll $13.75
33K12.02 1/4” 4 tpi Cabinet $10.95
33K12.03 1/4” 3 tpi Cabinet $11.95

72” Blades (Shopsmith)

33K13.01 1/6” 24 tpi Scroll $13.40
33K13.04 1/6” 14 tpi Scroll $12.50
33K13.02 1/4” 4 tpi Cabinet $10.25
33K13.03 1/4” 3 tpi Cabinet $10.95

Unique Cool Blocks® Saw Guides

Prolong Blade Life & Increase Accuracy

Made of a special graphite-impregnated phenolic laminate, the set of 4 blocks replaces your saw’s upper and lower side blade guides. Cool Blocks® run cooler and are more slippery than conventional steel guides, and give you better control since they can be set actually touching the blade.

33K09.01 A Delta 1/4” $11.95
33K09.02 B Sears 1/2” (square) $11.95
33K09.04 D Shopsmith $12.95
33K09.05 E Old Sears (1/4” round) $11.95

Blade Tuning Stone

The very best blades used to always have their backs slightly rounded at the factory — a step that is no longer done because of its cost. But now you can do it for yourself using this special paddle-mounted, dry stone. Take the sharp edge off the back and see your blade "sing" around curves.

38M01.01 Tuning Stone $9.95

Garrett Wade Co., Inc.
161 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10013 Dept. 163

Call Toll-Free: 800-221-2942

Please send me your tools and a free 1993 Catalog.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

NUMBER QTY DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL

06.GW 1 1993 Make Catalog 1/2.00 Free w/order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33K09.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jet 1/4” (&amp; Delta copies)</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33K09.07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Old Sears (1/4” square)</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33K09.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>New Tilt Head Sears</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Garrett Wade offer expires 12/31/92. All other prices subject to change 9/14/93.
A low-cost circular blade that cuts fast and smooth

For a lot of tasks, such as construction work or projects that don’t demand a smooth cut, it makes sense to use a low-cost blade. That way, if the blade hits a nail, or you drop it, or even leave it out in the rain, you won’t be out too much money. The Mach 1 blade from Sears fits into the low-cost category ($11-$19 for 7¼” models and $20-$30 for 10” versions). In my tests, this blade delivered fast, smooth cuts, despite its low price tag.

The blade’s thin-kerb design helps it power through thick stock without slowing the motor. And I consider it the ideal blade for my 7¼” portable circular saw. The 10” versions will probably handle most of your tablesaw and radial-arm saw work. But, for the best possible results, I suggest you use blade stabilizers to stiffen the blade body. When I need a really smooth cut, I’ll opt for one of my higher-quality blades.

On the downside, the blades’ unique design results in debris buildup at the base of each tooth as shown in the photo above. This didn’t seriously hamper my results, but I did have to clean it out from time to time. The blade has relatively small carbide teeth, so you’re not going to get a lot of sharpenings out of it. For the cost of these blades, I don’t consider these serious drawbacks.

—Tested by Bob McFarlin

Sears Mach 1 circular blade, available in various sizes at Sears stores and teletext catalog centers.
**Buy Direct From The Manufacturer And SAVE!**

**Buy 12 “EVER-LAST” Belts...**

**Get 12 Belts FREE!**

### “EVER-LAST” BELTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>36 x 12</th>
<th>320 x 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; x 30&quot;</td>
<td>$16.50/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot; x 42&quot;</td>
<td>$16.95/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot; x 48&quot;</td>
<td>$25.25/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2½&quot; x 16&quot;</td>
<td>$17.95/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot; x 18&quot;</td>
<td>$18.25/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot; x 21&quot;</td>
<td>$19.25/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot; x 24&quot;</td>
<td>$19.75/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot; x 21&quot;</td>
<td>$23.50/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot; x 21¼&quot;</td>
<td>$23.75/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot; x 24&quot;</td>
<td>$24.00/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot; x 36&quot;</td>
<td>$28.75/Doz.</td>
<td>+12 FREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6&quot; x 48&quot;</td>
<td>37.50/½ Dz.</td>
<td>+6 FREE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other size belts on request.

Belt Cleaning Stick . . . . $4.95 each

### WIDE BELTS (Minimum of 3 belts per size)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Anti-Static “E” Wt. Paper</th>
<th>Alum. Oxide Resin Bond Cloth Belts “X” Wt. Cloth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19&quot; x 48&quot;</td>
<td>$7.90 ea.</td>
<td>$11.09 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 60&quot;</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>16.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25&quot; x 60&quot;</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>17.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25&quot; x 75&quot;</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>20.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36&quot; x 75&quot;</td>
<td>19.53</td>
<td>28.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37&quot; x 75&quot;</td>
<td>17.46</td>
<td>25.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50&quot; x 103&quot;</td>
<td>33.71</td>
<td>51.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52&quot; x 75&quot;</td>
<td>28.21</td>
<td>41.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(WIDE BELTS Not Included in Special Offer)

### 9" x 11" SHEET GOODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A/O CABINET PAPER</th>
<th>GRIT</th>
<th>220A-180A</th>
<th>100/pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150C-100C</td>
<td>80D</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60D</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO-LOAD PAPER (White)</th>
<th>GRIT</th>
<th>400A-180A</th>
<th>400J-100J</th>
<th>100/pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150A-100A</td>
<td>80A</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A/O CLOTH SHEETS</th>
<th>GRIT</th>
<th>150-175&quot;</th>
<th>176&quot;-200&quot;</th>
<th>201&quot;-225&quot;</th>
<th>226&quot;-250&quot;</th>
<th>251&quot;-275&quot;</th>
<th>276&quot;-300&quot;</th>
<th>301&quot;-325&quot;</th>
<th>326&quot;-350&quot;</th>
<th>Other sizes available</th>
<th>50/pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400J-100J</td>
<td>80J</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60J</td>
<td>33.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### No-Load Paper Sticky Discs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSA Carat</th>
<th>400B-100B</th>
<th>100/pk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>16.45</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>$15.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80D</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400C-100C</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80D</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6" WIDE STROKE SANDING BELTS

**Special!**

Buy 12 Belts... Pay for only Eleven!

### WE OFFER VOLUME DISCOUNTS!

For Fast Delivery **1-800-428-2222**

M thru F 8:30-4:30. Call or write for FREE catalog.

Shipping Charges: $4.75 in Continental USA

Minimum order $25.00. PA residents add 6% sales tax

We accept: Visa, Mastercard, money order or checks.

---

**INDUSTRIAL ABRASIVES CO.**

643 N. 8th ST. • READING, PA 19612
MAKE BEAUTIFUL RAISED PANEL DOORS WITH YOUR... 1/4" OR 1/2" ROUTER... 1/2" OR 3/4" SHAPER

Professional production quality bit makes it quick and easy to produce matching rails and stiles — the panel raising bit with ball bearing guide makes the raised panel perfect every time.

SALE PRICE $69.95 Regular value $99.95
FOR COMPLETE SET SAVES over $150.00!
1/4" Shank set item #554 (includes both bits shown)

RAISED PANEL BIT
SUPPLIED WITH BALL BEARING
2" Large Diameter
CARBIDE TIPPED 1/4" Shank

REVERSIBLE COMBINATION RAIL AND STILE BIT
(For making matching rails and stiles in raised panel doors, etc.) Works with stock from 11/16" to 7/8" thick CARBIDE TIPPED - TWO FLUTE
1/4" SHANK, supplied with Ball Bearing

CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS • PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION QUALITY GUARANTEED
WHEN ORDERING ANY THREE OR MORE DEDUCT $1.00 EACH • FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.

New 32-page catalogue featuring 100's of high-quality router bits, plus other professional woodworking products.

CONTROL THE SPEED OF YOUR ROUTER
ROUT AT THE SPEED THAT GIVES THE BEST RESULTS WITH THE WOOD AND BIT YOU ARE USING!

FEATURES:
- Speed Adjustable from Full Speed to 0 RPM
- Full Horsepower and Torque at All Speeds
- Go Back and Forth from Any Pre-Set Speed to Full Speed at the Flip of a Switch
- Works with All Routers 3/4 HP or Less
- 120V 15 Amp
- Gives Your Router a Feature Only Available on Routers Costing Hundreds of Dollars!

EASY TO USE — Simply plug in Speed Control and plug your router into the Speed Control — turn dial for best results. (Speed Control has a clip that can be worn on your belt or hung on wall or left loose.)

REDUCES speed electronically without reducing torque; electronic feed-back maintains speed by increasing voltage to motor as load increases.

NOW ONLY $39.95
Order item #200

To order by Master Charge, Visa, or Discover Call Toll Free, 7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service, 1-800-533-9298 or send check to: MLCS Ltd., P.O. Box 4053D P, Rydal, PA 19046
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Butternut

Walnut's kissing cousin

Most all woodworkers have heard of revered and costly black walnut, even if they might not have worked it. On the other hand, butternut—although a walnut, too—remains scarcely recognized as quality stock.

In fact, butternut has more renown as a nut producer than as a woodworking wood. Ever since the pioneer days, people have gathered its sweet, oily nuts with relish each fall. Early Americans also knew butternut as a dye. "Butternut jeans," homespun overalls dyed brown in the juice of butternut husks, were a common sight. And, like the hard maple, the tree was even tapped for its sweet sap, which was processed into syrup.

Historically, though, carvers have always made the most use of butternut as a highly desirable wood. Its straight grain and softness translate into easy carving. For that reason, many intricately carved church altars turn out to be butternut.

Wood identification

Butternut (Juglans cinerea), also known as white walnut and oil nut, grows in a northern range from southern New Brunswick in Canada to the North Carolina mountains and west to eastern Minnesota. The tree never appears in stands, but occurs sparsely in rich, moist bottomland soils.

A medium-sized tree, butternut generally grows 30–50' in height and to a trunk diameter of 1–3'. But in prime forest conditions, it can reach 80–100' and diameters of 4'.

The largest butternut on the National Register of Big Trees stands 88' tall.

At a distant glance, butternut resembles black walnut in shape, although it never grows as tall and tends to spread more. And the bark has a gray color instead of the dark brown of black walnut.

The alternate, frondlike leaves are 15–30" long and have as many as 17 pointed leaflets, that on the underside, are sticky to the touch. Butternut trees produce oblong nuts with thick, leathery husks and sweet, oily kernels that squirrels love. The nuts drop simultaneously with the leaves in the fall.

Butternut's coarse, straight-grained wood features a light tan color and a beautiful luster. At 27 pounds per cubic foot air-dried, butternut weighs less than black walnut. It's also softer, less durable, and not as strong. In stability, the two are equal.

Uses in woodworking

Butternut often becomes carved furniture and mantelpieces, as well as relief, figure, and sculptural carvings. Stained, it imitates walnut in furniture and paneling. Where it's plentiful, the wood becomes cabinets, molding, boxes, and crates. Even wormy butternut, which turns up on occasion (see next page), may prove worthy for use in certain projects, such as relief carvings or boxes.

Availability

Because today few woodworkers other than carvers demand butternut, it may be difficult to obtain except at large hardwood lumber dealers located within its range. But specialty suppliers catering to turners and carvers frequently offer butternut blanks.

When you do find butternut stock, the boards usually won't run extra wide or long due to the lack of large, clear logs. This factor also contributes to butternut's relatively high cost—about $3 per board foot for select and better. Butternut veneer or plywood generally isn't available at retail because it is only made for the architectural trade.

Continued
butternut
(*Juglans cinerea*)

Butternut wood sometimes turns out to be wormy, the work of powder-post beetles and their larvae. Such damaged wood can be used for attractive projects, as long as the varmints aren’t still working! Kiln-drying usually solves any potential problems, and a thoroughly applied, tough finish guarantee’s any survivors’ demise, but it pays to closely observe all wormy wood for pests before buying.

**Machining methods**

Butternut works more easily than black walnut with hand and power tools because the wood ranks lower in all strength properties than its cousin. That’s a plus, but also a caution. Butternut’s softness makes it more susceptible to nicks and dents as you work the wood. And there’s more to keep in mind:
- Although black walnut dust can irritate the eyes, butternut doesn’t have that tendency. But as with all woods—especially hardwoods—wear a dust mask when doing fine sanding.
- The wood’s coarse grain requires care when jointing or planing to avoid tearout. Make several shallow cuts to remove wood instead of one deep one.
- Attach a backing board to the miter fence to act as a chip breaker when crosscutting.
- Butternut, due to its softness, shouldn’t burn when routed, but shallow passes eliminate any possible tearout or chipping.
- You won’t have any problem gluing butternut—its coarse texture draws in adhesives, ensuring a strong bond.
- Butternut accepts all types of stains (you can even stain it to pass for black walnut) without filling first. But the rich tan wood may look best with a more natural clear finish.
- Although oil finishes prove popular on butternut carvings, you can improve the wood’s natural luster by first burnishing it (rubbing the wood with the back of a spoon, gouge, or glass bottle to compact the surface of the fibers for more sheen).

**Carving comments**

Butternut is a favorite of relief carvers because it takes fine details and finishes to a beautiful luster. But to avoid warp on large works, edge-join two or three pieces rather than use a single board. Also, keep these other tips in mind:
- In a relief carving, carve the sapwood side of the board to reduce any tendency for it to warp or cup. Look at the growth rings visible in the end to locate the sapwood side. The larger rings will be on what was the outside of the tree.
- Be cautious when taking deep cuts along the straight grain as the wood may pop or tear out.

**Turning tricks**

The coarse grain of butternut, and its softness, requires sharp tools. For best results, turn butternut at a lathe speed of 800-1,000 rpm.

**Butternut at a glance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>$ $ $ $ $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>AA AAA AAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>T T T T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>▲ ▲ ▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>$ $ $ $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity</td>
<td>2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workability</td>
<td>△ △ △</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look-Alike</td>
<td>Honey locust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shop-tested techniques that always work**

*Any exceptions—and special tips pertaining to this issue’s featured wood species—appear under headings elsewhere on this page.*
- For stability in use, always work wood with a maximum moisture content of 8 percent.
- Feed straight-grained wood into planer knives at no angle. To avoid tearing, feed wood with figured or twisted grain at a slight angle (about 15°), and take shallow cuts of about 1/32 in.
- For clean cuts, rip with a rip-profile blade with 24–32 teeth. Smooth cross-cutting requires at least a 40-tooth blade.
- Avoid drilling with twist drills. They tend to wander and cause breakout. Use a backing board under the workpiece.
- Drill pilot holes for screws.
- Rout with sharp, preferably carbide-tipped, bits and take shallow passes to avoid burning.
- Carving a soft hardwood like butternut means fairly steep gouge bevels—greater than 20°.

Compiled with woodworker Jim Boelling and carver Jim Rose Illustration: Steve Schindler
SHOOT-OVER DECOYS

On Virginia's Eastern Shore, carver and wildfowler Grayson Chesser, Jr., blends knowledge and talent to create what hunters want.

The son and grandson of wildfowlers, Grayson Chesser, Jr., first shot birds over decoys at age 12. By the next season, he had made his own crude decoys. It wasn't until after college, though, when he returned to the family farm on Virginia's Eastern Shore, that he began carving in earnest.

"In the early seventies, when I seriously started carving hunting decoys, most people thought I should be doing decorative, mantel-top ones," recalls Grayson, 46. "But I didn't want to do that."

Grayson, who once served as a game warden, and then as a hunting guide, to supplement farm income, wasn't discouraged. "In 1976, I added a shop and sold a dozen teal ducks I'd made to buy a bandsaw. Then, my carving was bringing in $1,500 a year. Next it became $7,000. Before long, I was making all my living carving, but I was still farming. I said, 'This is crazy,' and quit farming."

Now, Grayson's birds fetch $150 and more. And he sells all he makes. When he's not carving in his shop at Jenkin's Bridge, he's swapping rare old decoys with other traders.

Continued
DECOYS

WILDFOWL hunting was born as a shooting sport along the Eastern Shore, the long, narrow neck of land shared by Maryland and Virginia. During the 1800s, ducks and geese by the hundreds of thousands passed through in their annual migrations. The sheltered inlets and marshes around the Chesapeake Bay, as well as the sea of wetlands spanning the barrier islands on the Atlantic side, offered food and protection to the transient flocks.

Farmers and fishermen alike hunted the fowl to boost their modest living. Many sold their game at markets. Others guided city gentlemen into the wild for princely sums.

But back then, hunters measured success in quantity. And to guarantee a good shoot, some Eastern Shore guides and hunters carved likenesses of ducks and geese to lure birds within gun range. That deception still intrigues carver Grayson Chesser.

Decoys for the birds

During the last 30 years or so, carved, decorative decoys have become an art form. The intricately detailed, lifelike birds also command price tags reaching the thousands of dollars. Yet, Grayson pays them little attention. He prefers the gunning decoy.

"The trouble with those decorative birds is that they get so much detail that your eye gets hung up on it, and you don't even see the bird," he says, arms crossed on top of the rough body of a decoy lying on his workbench. "That's why decorative carving doesn't appeal to me much at all."

Instead, Grayson looks to the work of past masters, often hunters like himself, who relied on their carvings to help put food on the table. "The most valuable decoys I have are some of Nathan Cobb's, including one that would bring $20,000 to $25,000," he notes. "Nathan Cobb carved into the 1890s, and as far as I'm concerned, he was the best. His decoys are very simple—no detailed painting at all. But if you know birds and you look at his decoys, you know they have movement to them. You know what they're doing—feeding, resting, preening." So it is with Grayson's birds.

Duck hunters call a collection of decoys a rig. It might consist of five ducks or five dozen or more, depending on what the hunter wants to shoot and where he's hunting. And according to Grayson, it's the appearance of the rig, not the individual decoys in it, that attracts wildfowl.
"You have to think of your decoys as a small duck community, with room for strangers to move in," he says, tugging at his cap brim. "The rig imitates duck life."

One look at a Chesser rig shows that the quiet-spoken outdoorsman knows what he's talking about. What passing duck, for example, could resist the domestic scene assembled by Grayson in the photo, opposite page. From 30 yards even an experienced hunter might be deceived into thinking he'd stumbled onto a congregation of contented wildfowl.

"I think of decoy rigs as boxers—a little one will seldom beat a big one," says Grayson. "But it's all determined by location and species—like on small ponds for mallards, you don't need a whole lot. Four or five."

That knowledge comes from knowing ducks. And Grayson can rattle off the needs and peculiarities of all the species—redheads, eider ducks, mallards, widgeons, teal, buffleheads, goldeneyes, you name them.

How Grayson gets his ducks into shape

Old-time Eastern Shore carvers favored white cedar (also called juniper) for their decoys. But, according to Grayson, salvaged ship masts, usually of white pine, became decoys, too. Today, though, white cedar large enough for decoy bodies isn't plentiful in Maryland or Virginia, and there are no sailing ships to go around. So, white pine from the northern states usually gets the nod. "I also use some paulownia—that's about the only type of wood growing here that's light and durable enough for decoys," he notes. For heads, only durability counts, so Grayson looks to harder woods like white pine or sugar pine, and sometimes paulownia.

A lifesized decoy (actually, a bit oversized) begins as a block of wood, the dimension varying a little by species. A mallard blank, for instance, measures about 4 x 8 x 15". "The block has to be just a bit bigger than the pattern so the bandsaw blade don't run out," he advises.

Grayson draws a top view of the bird's shape on what will be the bottom of the decoy. Then, he pencils a profile on the side of the block. At the bandsaw, he first saws the profile, and then turns the wood so the freshly sawed side faces down, and saws the bird to shape. The head comes from a separate piece of wood, and it, too, gets its rough shape under the blade of the bandsaw.

"After I saw the body to shape, I screw a block on the bottom so I have something to put in the visc to hold it," says Grayson. "From there on, it's all handwork." With a spoke shave and a Surform (a half-round rasp), he rounds and smooths the duck, as shown in the photos, left.

Grayson also uses a carving knife, backsaw, and a fish-tail chisel to cut in details such as eye hollows and wing/tail separations. The carving and cutting completed, it's time to sand.

"The most time I'll have in a decoy is about six hours," he says. "That's not including the paint-
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ing. The sanding takes a lot of time—you aren’t doing anything creative when you’re sanding."

Following the sanding, a decoy destined for shallow-water use will be hollowed out. (See the tips box, below right, for why Grayson hollows some decoys.) To do this, the apron-clad carver saws the decoy lengthwise into top and bottom sections. The bottom section actually equals more than half because he doesn’t want the glue joint at the waterline. Then, with a Forstner bit chucked into his drill press, Grayson bores out the insides of each section, as shown top right, leaving about 3/4” of wall in the decoy body.

Rigs to ride the waves
With the decoy now hollow, Grayson can attach the head. “I fasten the head with glue and a lag screw from inside the hollow decoy through the top half of the body,” he explains. “Then, I spread resorcinol glue around on the body joint, put the halves together, and fasten them securely with galvanized finishing nails driven in from the bottom.” The decoy is now ready to begin looking like a duck.

Because fine detail has little to do with being able to fool live ducks or geese, Grayson skips it. Instead, like caricatures, his decoys emphasize distinctive body features, such as head position and color of a species.

“Some of the great decoy carvers of the past were good painters; some weren’t. But their birds all worked,” notes Grayson, who without a doubt belongs in the first category. After all, he believes, ducks passing over a rig at 40 mph don’t count the breast feathers on the decoys. But they do want them to look like relatives.

More Grayson Chesser decoy wisdom

- Use hollow decoys on shallow, sheltered water. Solid decoys ride better in deep, rough water.
- Because the shape and color of a duck’s head usually represents its species, make it slightly large for quick identification.
- Heads with bills parallel to the water or slightly dipping indicate happy ducks.
- In the northern states where it freezes during duck season, don’t use decoys with steeply lowered bills because ice will form at the tips for a quite unnatural look.
- Set out decoys with open spots within the rig, giving ducks inviting places to land.
- Add 1 x 2” keels to the bottoms of decoys that will be used in water with a current, such as a river.
- A few goose decoys added to a duck rig inspire confidence to land in ducks passing overhead.

For finishing his wildfowl, Grayson likes oil-based paints. In fact, he uses Rustoleum, a rugged brand of outdoor paint that’s available at most hardware stores. For softness, and to avoid the look of newness, he mixes in a few squeezes of artist’s oil colors (the kind in tubes) with the canned
An old bathtub serves as a test tank for working decoys. Grayson adjusts the lead weights on the bottom of the birds until the decoys float without listing.

paint. Rustoleum also serves as a wood sealer, and he gives each decoy two base coats prior to adding the finishing colors.

After painting, a decorative carver's work would be finished, but not Grayson's. He still has to float his ducks.

"How it's going to float depends on where you put the weight," Grayson says, kneeling next to the dusty, discolored, claw-foot bathtub in a workshop corner, as shown above. "It also depends on the decoy's design—the wider the bottom, the higher and more stable it'll float."

"Sometimes, they'll float okay without doing anything more," he continues, "but often the wood is denser on one side. Or, the head position can throw it off."

The purpose of weighting a decoy is twofold. First, it must ride naturally in the water. Second, it must right itself immediately if it turns over in the wind or after it is tossed into the water by the hunter setting the rig.

Grayson's weights—made from heated lead poured into the bottom of a muffin-tin mold—feel about as heavy as silver dollars. He attaches them with brass screws (one to a decoy) to the bottom of the wooden birds. And it's in the bathtub that he discovers just where to attach them.

"See here," says Grayson, flipping a widgeon drake into the water, "that rubber band around the body holds the weight while I'm testing. I just move the weight around until the decoy rides right, then I fasten it in place."

Grayson picks the widgeon from the water and stands up. "Now, after I add anchors and lines, I can ship this batch off." He rolls down his shirtsleeves and buttons the cuffs. "I've got a dozen-and-a-half pintails to do for a guy in North Carolina," he murmurs almost to himself. "He's a darn good regular customer."

### Care to price Grayson's decoys?

Write to:
Grayson Chesser, Jr.
Rt. 695
Jenkins Bridge, VA 23399.


Written by Peter J. Stephano
Photographs: Steve Uzzell

### Do you know a unique craftsperson?

We're always on the lookout for subjects for an article like this. He or she must be skilled, focus tightly on one aspect of woodworking, and be professional at what he or she does. If we pick your submission, you get $100.

Send some details, such as clippings, a brochure, or non-returnable snapshots to:

PROFILES
WOOD magazine
1912 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309-3379.
Let's take an inside look at a basic drawer system

The traditional dovetailed drawer and its cabinet support system must truly be made for each other for effortless operation and a long life. Note, for instance, the key components shown at right.

The drawer has two ½" sides joined to the ½" or ¾" front with half-blind dovetails (so named because you can't see the joint from the front of the drawer). Rabbet-and-dado joints hold a ½" back to the sides, and a ¾" plywood drawer bottom slips into a groove cut into both sides and the front. Note that the sides extend beyond the back to prevent the drawer from dropping to the floor when fully opened.

Fastened to the underside of the drawer bottom are two ¾" slides that contact both sides of a ¾" guide attached to a ¾" panel beneath each drawer. Together, these parts make up a guide system that channels the drawer straight in and out when pushed and pulled. The guide also serves as a stop that prevents the drawer from striking the back of the carcass when you close the drawer.

A kicker prevents the drawer from tipping down as you pull it open. You may not need a kicker if the drawer has a ¾" panel just above it. (See the Shaker-style Tall Chest project on page 38 for examples of drawers that do not need kickers.)

Note: Use a moderately priced, close-grained hardwood such as beech, birch, soft maple or poplar for the drawer sides, back, slides, guides, and kicker; hardwood plywood for the bottom; and drawer fronts that match the cabinet.

How to size your drawers

Note: With this type of drawer construction, you need to determine the drawer height when you're planning the cabinet.

Before you cut the parts for your drawer, you need to decide which of three drawer-front styles to use for your project—flush, lipped, or overlap. Though your decision is mainly one of aesthetics, each style functions slightly differently and also affects the dimensions of some parts. The drawings on page 32 show and tell how to determine the dimensions of the various drawer parts.

Continued
MAKING AND INSTALLING
DOVETAIRED
DRAWERS
IT'S EASIER THAN YOU MIGHT THINK

BASIC DRAWER
SYSTEM ANATOMY

Center of drawer

$\frac{3}{4}''$ slot $\frac{1}{2}''$ deep,
cut with a slot cutter

Sand edges to fit slot

$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1''$ kicker

Kicker mounting cleat

$\frac{3}{4}'' \times \#17$ brad

Mount guide in appropriate
location from front edge
of cabinet to act as
a drawer stop

$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 4''$ drawer guide

$\frac{3}{4}''$ panel

$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 17$ brads
toenailed into
drawer front

$\frac{3}{4}'' \times 1\frac{1}{2}''$ slide
In this article, we’ll construct a drawer with a flush front that does not protrude from its surrounding carcass. These fronts make for easy drawer construction, but do require you to carefully fit them and accurately position the drawer guide.

On the other hand, overlay and lipped fronts overlap adjacent edges of the face frame, so you can position the drawers to cover the face frame partially or completely. With these, the overlapping edge acts as a drawer stop.

Since you make a lipped front from a single piece of wood, you must put extra time into cutting the rabbets and setting up your dovetail jig. These extra steps aren’t necessary with an overlay front because with this style you simply screw the front (sometimes called a false front) onto the dovetailed drawer front.

**Tips on machining the drawer parts**

After cutting the drawer parts to size, use a router and a ½" dovetail jig to cut the half-blind dovetails. Most of these jigs work about the same, and all of the models we’ve tried have adequate instructions for basic use. Here are a few tips that will help ensure success:

- For your comfort, work with the dovetail jig at elbow height. Most workbenches don’t reach this high, so you may want to build a simple stand like the one shown opposite using ¾" stock.
- To prevent mix-ups, number the mating edges of the drawer fronts and sides.
- Take your time in adjusting the jig and setting the depth of the router bit. Your patience will result in tight-fitting joints.

---

**SIZING A DRAWER**

(Flush-front style shown)

- Width of drawer equals opening less ½".
- Height of drawer equals multiples of ⅜" (Example: 3¼", 4¼", 5¼")
- Height of drawer side equal to height of front.
- Length of back equals inside width of drawer plus ⅛".
- Length of side equals overall length of drawer less ¼".
- Width of groove ¼" deep centered on lowest full tail on drawer side.
- Overall length of drawer equals inside depth of cabinet less ½".
- ¾" dado ¼" deep.
- ⅛" dado ⅛" deep.
- ⅛" rabbet ⅛" deep.
- Width of back equals distance from top of drawer to top of bottom groove.
- Overall length of drawer equals inside width of drawer plus ½"; width equals inside front-to-back dimension plus ⅛").

**OVERLAY DRAWER FRONT**

- ⅛" sides and front.
- ⅛" sides.

**LIPPED DRAWER FRONT**

- ⅛" rabbet ⅛" deep.
If you properly cut your dovetailed parts, you need only tap them together gently with a rubber mallet. If they fit with any play, they won’t hold up in the long run. If they’re too tight, you could break them when forcing them together.

To reduce the chances of grain tearout, make a skimming cut across the inside face of the drawer side (vertical workpiece) by running the router from right to left across the template as shown below left. Then, cut the dovetails to their full depth by moving the router from left to right, following the notches in the template. Check to make sure you’ve cut the dovetails completely.

After cutting the dovetails, round over the top edges of the sides and back with a ¼” roundover bit. Then, turning to your tablesaw and dado blade adjusted for a ¼”-wide kerf, cut a ⅛ x ⅛” groove (to hold the bottom) into the front and sides. Without changing the height of your dado blade, cut a dado (for the back) into the sides as shown in the photo below right.

**Safety note:** Since we’re not cutting completely through the workpiece in the photo below right we can safely butt the workpiece against the fence. Do not attempt this when cutting all the way through narrow pieces.

Before cutting the dovetails, make a skimming cut to help prevent grain tearout. Make light cuts, but hold the router firmly to maintain control.

Use your tablesaw’s fence as a stop when cutting dadoes into the drawer sides for holding the drawer back.

*Continued*
Now, slide the tablesaw fence up to the dado blade and cut the rabbets on the ends of the back. To prevent damage to your fence, clamp or screw a wooden auxiliary fence to it.

**Let's assemble the drawer**
Before applying glue to the parts, dry clamp the drawer together to check for fit and squareness. Then, apply woodworker's glue to both surfaces of the dovetail joints (a 3/8"-wide brush works well), and to the rabbet-and-dado joints. Attach one side to the front and back, and then attach the other side. Clamp this assembly together as shown below. Check the drawer for square by measuring across both diagonally opposing corners. If one diagonal measures longer than the other, adjust your clamps until the diagonal measurements equal one another. Make certain that the drawer back does not block the groove that holds the drawer bottom.

After the glue dries, slide the bottom into place and secure it to the back with three 3/4" brads. Turn the drawer bottom side up and place some weight (such as two one-gallon containers of fluid) onto the center of the bottom. Apply three 1"-long beads of hotmelt glue to the joints between the bottom and sides and bottom and front as shown at right. Leave the weight in place until the glue hardens. This prevents the bottom from rattling, and eliminates gaps between the bottom and sides on the inside of the drawer.

![A few beads of hotmelt glue will hold the bottom in place and prevent it from rattling around in its groove.](image-url)
How to install the drawer
Since few of us can build a perfectly square, exactly sized drawer, or a perfect opening to place it into, you'll need to make some slight adjustments for a nice fit. First, place the drawer into its opening, and then follow the three-step process above for creating uniform clearance all around the drawer.

With the back removed from your project's carcass, install the drawer guide system according to the drawing above titled Installing the Drawer Guide System. In Step 1, take care to butt the slides tightly against the guide before nailing them into position. By sawing or jointing 1/8" off the width of the guide before installing it, you allow the drawer to slide over the guide without excessive play. If the drawer does not have a panel directly above it, then position and secure a kicker according to the drawing and notes on page 31.

The final touches
Before applying finish to the drawer, drill any holes necessary for attaching the pull. Then, apply equal amounts of finish to all surfaces of the drawer. This will help prevent the drawer parts from shrinking or expanding at different rates, which could throw the drawer out of square. Finally, rub paraffin wax onto the bottom surface of the kicker, the bottom edges of the drawer sides, the inside edges of the slides, and the outside edges of the guide for smooth operation.

Written by Bill Krier
Illustrations: Kim Downing
Photographs: Hopkins Associates
Elegantly simple in design and straightforward in construction, this handsome project reflects a much simpler time when craftsmanship and practicality reigned supreme.

The adaptation you see here has its roots in a classic Shaker project, the upright cupboard. Loaded with drawers and a convenient cabinet for storing shirts and sweaters, this tall chest replaces the more common form of Shaker bedroom storage—drawers built into the walls.

**Solid construction starts with the carcass**

1. Rip and crosscut the dresser sides (A), fixed shelves (B, C), divider (D), top (E), and adjustable shelves (F) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials from 3/4" cherry plywood. For ease in laying out and cutting, see the Cutting Diagram for our layout.

2. Cut or rout all the rabbets and dadoes in pieces A, D, and E where dimensioned on the Exploded View and Divider drawings. (We applied pieces of masking tape to each piece, marking the good face, top, bottom, and back edges where necessary. This helped prevent us from doing or rabbeting the wrong face and proved helpful later when assembling the cabinet.)

3. Dry-clamp the pieces (except for the adjustable shelves) to check the fit. The interior parts (B, C, D, E) set 3/8" back from the front edge of the side pieces (A). The back edges of B, C, and D should be flush with the shoulder of the rabbet along the back edges of parts A and E. Trim if neces-
sary. Now, glue and clamp the pieces, checking to make sure they are square.
4 Measure the opening, and cut the back (G) to size. Set it aside for now.

**Add the solid-cherry face frame**

1. From solid 3/4" cherry stock, cut the face frame stiles (H) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials plus 1/16" extra in width. (We cut them extra wide so we could rout them flush with the sides of the carcass later.) Cut or rout a 3/8" groove 3/8" deep along the back side of each stile where shown on the Face Frame drawing and Rabbet detail accompanying the Exploded View drawing.

2. Now, cut the bottom rail (I), top rail (J), mullion (K), and middle rail (L) to size.

3. Dry-clamp (no glue) the face frame together. Using a helper, set the cabinet carcass on its back. Then, position the clamped-up face frame on the front of the carcass.

Continued
TALL CHEST

RABBET DETAIL

BACK DETAIL

EXPLODED VIEW

TOP-TRIM DETAIL

BOTTOM-TRIM DETAIL

Using a flush-trim bit, rout edge of (H) flush with outside surface of (A)

Door stop (O) mounts 5/16" below bottom edge of (J)

Center drawer guides from side to side and flush with front edge of (B) and (C)

Bullet-catch strike

Miter corners of trim

1" x #17 nail
cabinet to verify the tongue on the front edge of the sides (A) fits into the grooves in the back faces of the stiles (H). Then check that the center rail (L) sits directly over the front edge of the middle shelf (B). Adjust if necessary.

4 With the assembly still clamped together, use a square to mark the dowel-hole centerlines across each joint where shown on the Face Frame drawing.

5 Using a doweling jig and the marked centerlines, drill $\frac{3}{8}''$ holes to the depths marked on the drawing for the dowel pins.

6 Glue, dowel, and clamp the face frame, checking for square. Later, remove the clamps and excess glue. Sand the front and back of the face frame smooth.

7 Glue and clamp the face frame to the cabinet with the ends flush.

8 Later, remove the clamps. Mount a flush-trim bit in your router, and rout the protruding edges of the stiles (about $\frac{1}{16}''$) flush with the outside faces of the cabinet sides (A). See the Rabbet detail for reference.

9 Cut the remaining rails and mullions (M, N), and, using bar clamps, clamp them to the front of the cabinet where shown on the Exploded View drawing.

10 Cut the door stops (O) to size (we resawed thicker stock to $\frac{3}{8}''$ thick). Glue the stops in place behind the top rail (J) so the stop protrudes $\frac{3}{16}''$ below the bottom edge of the top rail.

The frame-and-panel doors come next

1 Cut the door stiles (P) and rails (Q) to size. Cut or rout a $\frac{1}{4}''$ groove $\frac{1}{2}''$ deep along one edge of each stile and rail where shown on the Door drawing and accompanying Groove detail at right.

2 Cut a $\frac{1}{4}''$ tenon $\frac{1}{2}''$ long across each end of each rail. (We mounted a dado blade to our
tablesaw and an auxiliary fence to our miter gauge. Then, we raised the blade ¼" above the saw table, clamped a stop to the miter-gauge auxiliary fence, and cut the ends to form the tenons as shown in the photo above.)

3 To achieve the wide width for the door panels (R), edge-join stock to form two ½ × 10 × 20" pieces. Then, trim each panel to finished size, keeping the joint line centered from side to side. We prefer to edge-join narrower stock for pieces this wide to diminish the chances of warpage.

4 Cut ¾" rabbets ¼" deep along the front edges of each panel as shown on the Door drawing.

5 Test-fit the door pieces. The panels should be ¼" undersized...
in width to allow it to expand and contract within the frame. Applying glue to the rails and stiles only, assemble the door parts for each door and clamp. This allows the panel to float inside the frame without glue.

And now for the drawers
Note: See the preceding drawer-construction and installation article for an in-depth look at our drawer-making techniques. Use these methods and the Drawer drawings to build the four small and three large drawers. The sizes for the drawers are listed in the Bill of Materials. For a continuous flow of grain across the side-by-side drawer fronts, see the Cutting Diagram.

For stability, we used ½" beech for the drawer sides and back. Cherry or birch would also work.

For smooth action, add the guides and slides
1 Cut the drawer guides (AA) and slides (BB) to size. Sand a slight round-over along the top two edges of each guide.
2 Glue and nail a guide to each of the fixed shelves (B, C), accurately centered between the stiles of each drawer opening. (When attaching the guides, we used a framing square to keep the guides perpendicular with the front edge of the face frame. To act as handles until the knobs are fastened later, we attached duct tape to the front of each drawer as shown in the photo above right.)
3 Find the center of each drawer bottom, and use ¾"x17 brads to toenail the front end of the slides to the drawer front (two brads per front end of each slide). See the Drawer detail for reference. Slide the drawers into the openings, and square the front of the drawer with the face frame. Next, working from the back of the cabinet, mark the locations, and then, glue and brad-nail the back ends of the slides to the drawer bottoms. (We numbered each drawer and corresponding opening for a custom fit of the drawers to the openings and guides.)
4 Reinsert the drawers again, and check that the front faces of the drawers are flush with the face frame. If you find a drawer that is not flush, mark a line along its edges as shown in the photo above to indicate the protrusion. Now, plane and sand the drawer front even with the lines. Recheck against the face frame.

Cut and apply the trim
1 Cut one piece of ¼" cherry to 4" wide by 8' long for trim pieces (CC, DD, EE, FF).
2 Follow the six-cut sequence shown in the drawing on page 43 to form the trim pieces.
3 Miter-cut the top and bottom front and side trim pieces to lengths required by the actual dimensions of your cabinet’s sides and front. Then, mark and cut the notch along the bottom edge of the front trim piece (CC) where dimensioned on the Bottom Trim detail accompanying the Exploded View drawing.
4 Clamp the bottom trim pieces (CC, DD) firmly in place with the mitered ends flush. Glue and clamp the trim pieces to the cabinet and remove the clamps. Attach the top trim pieces (EE, FF).
5 Now, cut the shelf front trim pieces (GG) to size for each shelf. Glue and clamp the trim pieces to the fronts of the shelves (F). Later, sand the shelves smooth.
Add the shelves, doors, drawers, and finish

1. Make a shelf-hole template like that shown above right. Mark a B on the bottom end; this will prevent you from inadvertently flapping it end for end.

2. Using the shelf-hole template and a depth-stop on your drill bit, drill ¼" holes ¾" deep into the sides (A) and divider (D) where shown on the Exploded View.

3. Mark the centerpoints, and drill the holes for the Shaker knobs in the drawers and doors.

4. Mark the centerpoints, and drill the holes for a pair of bullet catches in each door where shown on the Exploded View drawing and the Bullet Catch detail accompanying the Door drawing. Do not insert the catches in the doors just yet.

5. Add the hinges to the doors where shown on the Door drawing. Next, with an equal gap at the top and bottom, fasten the hinged doors to the cabinet.

6. Remove the hinges from the doors and stiles. Sand the cabinet, back, drawers, doors, and adjustable shelves smooth. Add the finish to all parts, including the Shaker knobs, being careful not to get any finish into the holes for the knobs, the tenons on the end of each knob, and in the bullet catch holes.

7. Insert the bullet catches and re-attach the doors to the cabinet. Mark the mating bullet-catch strike locations on the face-frame rails (J, L). With the groove in the bullet-catch strike opening toward the front of the cabinet, nail the strikes to the top and bottom rails, centered over or under the protruding ball of each catch when the door is closed.

8. Position the back in the rabbeted opening, and nail it in place. Glue the Shaker knobs in place. Insert the shelf clips and add the adjustable shelves.

Buying Guide

- Hardware. 4—¾" bullet catches and strikes (#28464), 2 pair ¾×2½" no-mortise hinges (#28696), 12—1½" diam. cherry Shaker knobs (#78469), 16 shelf clips (#62067-4 sets). Kit no. 80870, $49.95 ppd. Woodworkers' Store, 21801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, MN 55374-9514. Or call 612/428-2199 to order. ♦

Produced by Marlen Kemmet
Project Design: James R. Downing
Photographs: Wm. Hopkins
Illustrations: Kim Downing
CARVE A COLORFUL

Trace the full-sized pattern below onto your wood, and cut out the blank with a bandsaw or scroll saw. Draw the quill line with a pencil. On each edge of the cutout, draw a line that starts from the top side at the rounded feather tip, curves down to the bottom at the widest part of the blank, and then curves back up to the middle of the edge at the base of the feather. (Shown above.) From there, draw the line straight along the quill to the end.

Now, rev up your carver
A flexible-shaft machine, such as the Foredom, fitted with a structured tungsten-carbide burr 3/4" in diameter, as shown in the photos, makes quick work of carving the feather to shape. But if this is your first whirl with power carving, try a less aggressive tool. A good choice: a hand-held rotary tool (such as Dremel's Moto-Tool) equipped with a bullet-shaped carbide or ruby carving bit about 3/4" diameter. (Most hobby shops and many hardware stores sell such bits.) You also can carve the feather with hand tools.

Hold the power carver as you would hold a knife, and draw the rotary cutter along the surface, (opposite page, top left). Remove a small amount of wood with each pass. Form a curve from the middle of the feather to the line drawn on each edge (opposite page, middle left).

Now, the carving will resemble a lens shape when viewed from the end. Hollow out a slight relief in the area on the right side of the quill line, creating a wave on the end, shown above. Carve the hol-
FEATHER PIN

Grip the power carver as you would a knife, supporting the workpiece with your thumb. Pare away wood from the center of the blank toward the edge. Remove wood in a series of light cuts.

The top surface curves down to the guideline on the edge. Underside at tip will be cut away to the bottom of the line.

Carve the underside of the feather to match the top contour. Make the end thin for a light, natural look. Back is nearly flat at the bottom of the feather.

low about ¼" deep at the tip. Next, carve the underside of the end to match the top contour as shown below left.

Thin the end to ⅛" or less for a light, wind-ripped look. Taper the hollow to a flat surface about midway down the feather.

Then, turn the feather over, and carve the quill. From the top surface, cut down to the line on the edge of the quill, creating a square stem from the base out to the end of the quill. Grind away the resulting hump near the base at the center of the feather.

Change to a sanding drum to round the quill to about ⅛" diameter. Take care—it's easy to break the quill off or make it too thin. Round over the edges as you hand-sand both sides of the feather. Then, redraw the quill line.

Raise the quill on the feather by depressing the wood on either side of the quill line with a woodburner.

Burn in feathery features
For extra realism, detail the feather with a woodburning tool. Otherwise, skip down to the next section to paint your feather.

Using a flat tip as shown above or the side of the tip on your woodburning pen, burn a slight

Continued
Starting in the depression beside the quill, woodburn slightly curved texture lines to the edges. Keep them parallel. Depression along each side of the quill line. The quill should describe a graceful arc, tapering from the approximate width of the carved quill at the base to that of a sharp pencil line at the tip. Accentuate the taper by burning deeper at the base of the feather than at the tip. Blend the burned area into the surface.

Then, texture the feather with parallel lines. A density of about 45 lines per inch looks realistic. (You may have to sharpen your woodburner tip on a stone to make such fine lines.)

From the burned area next to the quill, extend slightly curved lines to the feather's edge. Angle them upward at about 30° from the quill (see photo above). Don't worry about burning continuous lines from center to edge, but concentrate on keeping them parallel. Burn sharp lines about the color of burnt toast.

Burn 6–10 randomly located splits through the edge of the feather. Let the woodburner tip burn through the wood as shown top right. Vary the width and length of the splits.

**Paint a pretty plume**

Seal the woodburned surface with a sanding sealer (Harold uses Benjamin Moore Quick-Dry Sanding Sealer), and then prime it with a thin coat of acrylic gesso. Paint the feather with acrylic artist's colors (listed on page 44) and a medium brush (a #5 works well). Squeeze out a bit of each color (blobs the size of pencil erasers will do) onto a damp plate or palette. Thin the paints with a few drops of water.

Mix small amounts of the two yellows to match the color shown above. (Don't fret over it; close will be good enough.) Paint the front of the feather, and then clean your brush in water.

With the yellow still wet, apply medium gray over the lower third of the feather. Clean the brush again, pat it until almost dry on a paper towel, and then brush across the yellow/gray division in both directions to blend the colors as shown above. Now, your feather should be bright yellow at the top, grayish yellow just below the middle, and gray at the base.

Let the paint dry (you can help it along with a hair dryer), and paint the feather the same way again. After this base coat dries,
Uneven lines look more natural when painting stripes on the feather. Thinned paints won't clog woodburned texture lines.

Vermiculation creates a pattern on the feather. Paint the broken lines by applying small, closely spaced dots. Paint the tip black. Bring the black down about \(\frac{1}{6}\)" from the tip at the center, curving the lower line downward from the center to the edges. As you paint, remember that slightly wavering lines with fuzzy edges will look more authentic than straight ones with sharp edges.

Let it dry, and then paint a \(\frac{1}{16}\)"-wide white band beneath the black one, paralleling the curvature of the black. After that dries, paint another black stripe about \(\frac{1}{6}\)" wide, and then a \(\frac{1}{16}\)" white stripe, as shown in the photo top. Let dry, and then put a second coat on all of the stripes.

To reduce the time you spend waiting for paint to dry, combine steps. Paint the black top and the first white stripe as above. Then, when you paint the next black stripe, recoat the black on top at the same time. Continue in this fashion until you've put two coats on all of the stripes.

Don't be concerned if some of the white bleeds along the woodburned lines into the black areas. This will soften the lines, making your feather more true-to-life. Thin a small amount of raw sienna to a watery consistency, and paint a narrow stripe on each side of the quill on the yellow portion of the feather. Blend it outward with a damp brush until only a hint of the color remains, creating a slight, reddish brown highlight along either side of the quill.

If you didn't woodburn your feather, dry-brush a few random black streaks through the yellow area. Pat the dry brush on the surface of unthinned black paint to pick up a little pigment, and then lightly brush a few barely visible lines across the feather's surface.

Now, for some vermiculation

Vermiculation, the pattern of wavy lines on the feather, consists of closely spaced dots applied with a small, pointed brush (\#0, for example). Start with a row of black dots along the line where the bottom white stripe meets the yellow. Avoid uniform, evenly spaced, and neatly aligned dots—you want a ruffled appearance.

Paint four or five rows on one half of the feather, spacing them about \(\frac{1}{6}\)" apart, and then paint the corresponding rows on the other side of the quill, as shown left middle. You should have room for about 20 lines of vermiculation on the feather.

About halfway down, start adding a bit of gray to your black paint, using a little more gray as you near the base of the feather. When you're done, go back and dab a spot of gray on a dozen or so randomly selected dots.

Then, accent the splits with black paint, and add a few black strokes to simulate internal splits, shown below left. If you didn't woodburn any splits, paint them with a black line starting at the edge. (The feather on the right in the photo wasn't woodburned.)

Paint the quill and the raised quill line titanium white. Don't paint the line all the way to the top of the feather, let it fade out \(\frac{1}{16} - \frac{1}{32}\)" shy of the end. Let the white dry, and then apply iridescent white. Attach a bar pin (available from craft suppliers) lengthwise on the flat part of the back with epoxy glue.

Written by Larry Johnston
Project Design: Harold Rosauer
Photographs: Harry Baumert
Illustrations: Mike Henry
Even with the best of dust collection systems, you can reduce airborne dust in your shop only so much. And, if you're confined to working in a small shop, or one with poor ventilation, it doesn't take much sanding or cutting to raise a cloud of fine, harmful sawdust. To help siphon off such lung-clogging dust particles, I designed and built this air-filtration cabinet.

I've made the cabinet so the top is just slightly below the top surface of our IDEA SHOP tablesaw. The cabinet top adjusts up or down if needed, enabling it to double as a handy outfeed table.

Note: We used a 3/4-width blower (commonly found with heating and cooling systems) and a 1/4-hp motor. See the Buying Guide on page 74 for more information or contact your local heating contractor for a used system.

Start with the cabinet and the base
1. From 3/4" plywood (for a smooth painted finish, we used birch plywood), cut the cabinet sides (A), back (B), front (C), base and top (D), support (E), and adjustable top (F) to the sizes listed in the Bill of Materials.
2. Mount a 3/4" dado blade to your tablesaw, and cut 3/4" rabbets 1/2" deep on the plywood pieces A, B, and C where shown on the Exploded View and Parts View drawings. Dry-clamp the pieces (A, B, C, D, E) to check the fit.

Continued
CABINET

Bill of Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>¾&quot; 23½&quot; 30¼&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>¾&quot; 21&quot; 30¼&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>¾&quot; 14&quot; 21&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>¾&quot; 20½&quot; 23½&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>¾&quot; 4¾&quot; 19½&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>¾&quot; 21&quot; 23¼&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>¾&quot; ¾&quot; 14&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>¾&quot; ¾&quot; 19½&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>¾&quot; 1¾&quot; 10&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>¾&quot; 1½&quot; 19½&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HANDLE ASSEMBLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>¾&quot; 2½&quot; 18&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>¾&quot; 2½&quot; 2½&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>¾&quot; 1½&quot; 16&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>¾&quot; ¾&quot; 10¾&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>⅝&quot; ¾&quot; 13¼&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>½&quot; ¾&quot; 12&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FEET, CORD BAR, AND CLEATS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>¾&quot; 2½&quot; 18&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>¾&quot; 2½&quot; 2½&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>¾&quot; 1½&quot; 16&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>¾&quot; ¾&quot; 10¾&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>⅝&quot; ¾&quot; 13¼&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>½&quot; ¾&quot; 12&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Initially cut parts marked with an * oversized. Then, trim each to finished size according to the how-to instructions.

Material Key: BP-birch plywood, B-birch

Supplies: ¼" dowel stock, 1" dowel stock, 1½" x 21" continuous hinge, #6 x 1½" flathead wood screws, #8 x 1¼" flathead wood screws, #8 x 3" flathead wood screws, #10 x 3½" panhead screws, 2-¾" hanger bolts, 2-⅜" wing nuts, 2-¾" t-nuts, 2-⅜ x 1" hexhead bolts, ⅜" flat washers, ⅜" lock washers, ⅜" nuts, 4-⅜ x 2" hexhead bolts, ¾" x #17 brads, ½" hardware cloth, 1 x 12½" fixed casters, primer, paint, switch/receptacle box, 20-amp toggle switch, blank cover plate.
AIR-FILTRATION CABINET

3 Mark the switch-box hole location on one side piece (A) where shown on the Exploded View drawing. Using the Parts View drawing, mark the exhaust and handle cutouts in the back (B).
4 Drill a blade start hole in each marked opening, and then use a jigsaw to cut the openings to shape. Next, cut the exhaust cutout to shape.
5 Glue and clamp the cabinet assembly (A, B, C, top D, E) together. Set the base (D) aside. Check for square, and scrape off the glue squeeze-out.
6 Drill countersunk mounting holes, and reinforce the cabinet with #8 × 1 1/4" flathead wood screws where shown on the Exploded View drawing. Check the fit of the cabinet onto the base (D), and drill mounting holes for attaching the two assemblies later.
7 Cut the filter positioning cleats (G, H). Drill mounting holes, and screw the cleats in place.

Here's how to make the top adjustable
1 Drill a pair of counterbored holes in the top piece (D). (See the Exploded View drawing.)
2 Insert a 3/8" T-nut into each hole. (To prevent the T-nuts from possibly popping loose later, we added a drop of epoxy to each hole before inserting the nut.) Thread a 3/8" × 1" bolt into each T-nut.
3 Cut a piece of 1 1/2"-wide continuous hinge to 21". Drill pilot holes and fasten one leaf to the fixed cabinet top (D) and the other to the adjustable top (F).
4 Close the adjustable top (F) onto the protruding bolts in the cabinet top (D) to indent the bolt locations on the bottom of the adjustable top. Bore a pair of 3/4" holes 3/8" deep on the adjustable top where indented.

Now, let's add the handle assembly
1 Cut the handle guides (I) to size. Glue and screw the guides together. (See the Exploded View and Handle Guide drawings.)
2 Hold each guide assembly in place inside the cabinet, and check that the handle openings align with the inside faces of the guide assemblies. Trim if necessary. Drill mounting holes, and fasten the guide assemblies to the inside of the cabinet.
3 Cut the handle arms (J) to size. Drill a 1" hole 1/2" deep at one end of each arm. Then, drill a 5/8" shank hole centered inside the 1" hole. Drill a 1/2" hole 1" in from the opposite end in each arm.
4 Cut a 1" dowel to 19" long. Place the ends of the dowel in the 1" holes in the arms (J). Using the previously drilled shank holes in the arms as guides, drill 7/64" pilot holes 1" deep in the dowel ends.
5 With the dowel in place between the handle arms, stick the arms through the openings in the back piece (B). Slide the arms into the handle guides, and then drive #8 × 1 1/4" screws in place to secure the arms to the 1" dowel.
6 Cut two 1/2" dowels to 1 1/4" long, and set aside for now; you'll glue them in place in the arms later.

Add the feet and cord bar
1 Cut the foot support (K) to size. Referring to the Parts View drawing, cut the feet (L) to shape.
2 Drill mounting holes and screw the feet to the support where shown on the Exploded View drawing. Screw the assembly to the bottom of the base (D).
3 Cut the cord-storage bar (M) to size. Then, cut a pair of 1" dowels to 1 1/2" long. Drill a 3/8" hole centered through each dowel. Set the pieces aside; we'll mount them to the cabinet later.
Mount the blower assembly and the electricals

1. Position the motor, blower, and bracket assembly on the base (D). Center it from side to side, and make sure that the exhaust end of the blower extends ¼” beyond the back edge of the base.
2. Using the existing holes in the blower bracket as guides, drill ⅜” holes through the base. Fasten the bracket to the base with ⅜” x 2” hex-head bolts where shown on the Blower Installation drawing.
3. Using the existing holes in the blower bracket as guides, drill 7/32” holes into the blower housing as shown in the photo at right. Fasten the blower to the metal bracket.
4. Cut the spacer cleat (N) to size, and glue and nail it in place.
5. Drill a pair of mounting holes where shown on the Exploded View drawing, and drive the ¾” hanger bolts into the holes. You’ll use the bolts later for attaching the aluminum screen.
6. Cut two pieces of stock (we used birch) to ½” x 3/4” x 30” for the hardware-cloth cleats (O, P). Cut or rout a ½” rabbet ⅛” deep along one edge of each cleat where shown on the Cover detail accompanying the Blower Installation drawing. Miter-cut the four cleats to length. Drill countersunk mounting holes for attaching the cleats to the cabinet later.

Painting and final assembly

1. Fill any voids if necessary, and sand the cabinet and cleats (O, P) smooth. Remove the hardware, and prime and paint the cabinet.
2. Using a clear finish, seal the handle assembly, base and feet, and cord bar.
3. Insert the handle arms (J) through the handle openings in the back (B) and the handle guides. Working from the inside of the cabinet, glue 1 ¼” long dowels into the holes in the ends of the handle arms where shown on the Exploded View drawing.
4. Attach the cord bar where shown on the Exploded View.
5. Cut the hardware cloth (screen) to size, and attach it to the cabinet with the side and top cleats. Set the bottom cleat aside.
6. Have an aluminum-framed screen made to cover the air intake opening. (Our framed screen measures 16 ¾” x 21”; we had it made at a hardware store.) Drill a pair of ⅛” holes through the screen to mate with the ¾” hanger bolts in the cabinet.
7. Screw the switch/receptacle box to the inside of the cabinet. Wire the toggle switch to the motor and outlet cord as shown on page 74, and attach the cover plate. Insert the filter into the opening and fasten the framed screen in place. Lower the cabinet onto the base. Screw the cabinet to the base, and add the lower hardware cloth cleat.

Continued on page 74
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES

Stock
2 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 20" turning square for each rolling pin. (For Colorwood, as shown above, see the Buying Guide, opposite page.)

Lathe tools
Spur-type drive center; tail center 1-1/4" skew chisel; 3/8-1/2" gouge 3/4-1 1/4" roughing gouge 1/8" parting tool

Lathe speeds
Rough turning: 600-900 rpm Finish turning: 1,200-1,500 rpm Sanding: 1,200-1,500 rpm (Speeds near these will work.)
To achieve the striking results shown, we turned our rolling pins from Colorwood, a plywood built with dyed laminations. See the Buying Guide to order Colorwood by mail. Of course, you also could laminate your own blank or turn the pins from solid stock.

First, make it round
Draw diagonal lines to locate the center on each end of a 2¾ x 2¼ x 20” turning square. Mount the square between a spur-type drive center at the headstock and a revolving (live) center at the tailstock.

With your roughing gouge, round the square to 2” diameter. True the cylinder with your skew chisel. Now, decide which of the three rolling pins—straight, straight with ball handles, or tapered—to make first. We suggest starting with the straight one.

Almost done with one!
If you start with the straight French-style rolling pin, you don’t have much work left to do. Gauge the turning at several points with calipers to ensure a constant diameter, and lay a straightedge along its axis to check for waviness. A true cylinder makes the best rolling pin.

With your parting tool, cut in ⅜” deep 1” from each end of your turning, leaving 18” between the cuts. Turn supporting tenons on the waste ends, and then round over the corner on each end of the rolling pin with your skew. (See the pattern at right.)

Sand with progressively finer sandpaper from 100- to 400-grit, using a sanding block to avoid making waves in the surface. Apply clear polyurethane finish.

After the finish dries to the touch, remove the rolling pin from the lathe. When it’s ready to handle, saw off the supporting tenons. Sand and finish the ends.

Now, turn the tapered type
For the tapered French rolling pin, mount a turning square on your lathe as above, and then round it down to 1½”. Establish the ¾” diameter at each end where shown by cutting in with your parting tool ¾” deep ½” from each end of the turning.

Midway between those marks, cut in ¼” to set the center diameter of 1¼”. Now, using a 1” or 1¼” skew, form a smooth taper toward each end. Avoid bringing the rolling pin to an abrupt peak in the center. Rather, turn a straight-sided cylinder at the center, and then begin the gentle taper down to each end.

Sand, finish, and part the rolling pin from the lathe as above.

Try the one with handles
A straight pin with ball handles completes the set. Start this one by rounding your square down to 1⅛” with your roughing gouge and skew chisel.

Next, lay out the segments for the handles. With the lathe running at a slow speed, make pencil marks ½”, 1⅛”, 2¼”, and 2½” from each end of the turning. Between the two innermost marks on each end, cut in ¼” to define the ¾”-diameter handle tenon. At the next mark, cut in ½” to establish the handle diameter of 1¼”. On the outside of each outer mark, turn to about ½” diameter with a skew or gouge.

Turn the handles and tenons to the profile shown. Then, sand, finish, and part off as before.

Buying Guide
- Colorwood turning square. Multicolored turning square 2¼ x 2¼ x 20", $19, or three for $40, ppd. in U.S. Pine Hill Crafts, P.O. Box 268, Weston, VT 05161. No telephone orders, please. ♦

Project Design: Marlen Kemmet
Photograph: John Hetherington
A radio/tape player that can handle the dust

Many of us enjoy listening to our favorite tunes as we tinker away in our workshops. Unfortunately, fine dust can infiltrate and damage most radios or cassette tape players. That's why we chose the Sony Model CFS-902 Radio Cassetecorder. Sony engineers designed this machine to be water- and dirt-resistant for use at places such as a sandy beach or pool area. But, its debris-shedding features make it adept in a workshop, too. To seal out contaminants, Sony has installed switches with rubber boots, and a sealed cassette door. The radio/tape player measures 5 1/8 x 8 x 1 7/8", weighs 5 pounds, and runs on house current, six C-size batteries, or your car's cigarette lighter (with an optional cord). We paid $65 at a local electronics store.

Sturdy, retractable storage

Like a vine in the jungle, an air hose lying on the floor of your shop can trip you up if not stored after using it. You could drape it over a wall-mounted bracket, but that takes time and effort.

To control our air hose we decided on a spring-loaded, all-steel, retractable reel: the Reelcraft Model 4435 OLP. The spring on this model disengages after you pull out the necessary length of hose, and reengages when you give a slight tug on the hose. It comes with 35' of 1/4" hose.

**Note:** We attached the reel to iron piping that connects with a compressor on the other side of the wall in the photo right. We also added a regulator and moisture trap. We mounted a clip (the type used for broom handles) to the wall to hold the air-hose nozzle.

Positioner holds your carvings rock steady

To set up the Junior Work Power Arm Positioner, you first attach it to your workbench, or to a base that clamps to a work surface. After screwing the base of your workpiece to the Positioner, you can rotate the carving 360°, tilt it 90°, and then lock it steadfastly into position with a fast-acting, sliding knob. The product has sturdy, well-machined metal components that adjust for wear. It has a capacity of 30 pounds.

The item no. 135001 Junior Work Power Arm Positioner and Bracket sells for $96.90 ppd. from Wood Carvers Supply, P.O. Box 248, Columbia City, IN 46725-9987. Call 800/444-3134.

Lathe chuck does many jobs

When deciding on a chuck for our shop's lathe, we looked for a versatile, easy-to-use, and well-built model. We settled on the Nova Chuck.

The four-jaw Nova Chuck comes with a set of 2" external collets that expand into a 2–3" dovetailed recess in the base of your turning project. The product also serves as a spigot chuck on
Putting together WOOD magazine’s IDEA SHOP provided us with one eye-opening experience after another. As we searched for ways to make our shop more efficient, we ran across all sorts of nifty tools and supplies. And though we’ve used a few of these products before, most were brand-new to us. Naturally, we thought we should share these items with you. Hopefully, you’ll find them just as handy in your own shop.

1¾"-2½"-diameter round stock and square billets with sides measuring 1¼"-2". With the collets removed, the chuck grips work as small as ¾". With no disassembly you can attach its accompanying screw chuck. You can adapt the chuck from lathe to lathe with inserts costing $21-$22.50 each. Other available accessories, such as small-jaw and collet-jaw sets, add to the tool’s versatility.

Depending on your lathe, you’ll spend $170-$175 plus $6 shipping for the Nova Chuck. We ordered ours from Woodcraft, 210 Wood County Industrial Park, P.O. Box 1686, Parkersburg, WV 26102-1686. Call 800/535-4486 for more information, or 800/225-1153 to make a purchase.

When ordering, be sure to have the make and model of your lathe handy, along with its spindle diameter and threads per inch.

Hold-downs roll along to help you work safely

We’ve tried most of the anti-kickback hold-downs on today’s market, and we prefer the system available from Leichtung Workshops. Like other similar products, the Leichtung Anti-Kickback Hold-Downs effectively hold your workpieces against the table and fence of your tablesaw, radial-arm saw, or router table. However, we’ve found the Leichtung system more versatile, more easily adjustable, and less obstructive than competitive hold-downs.

You can adjust the two independent guides to be as close or far apart as you desire. The hold-downs will handle stock as small as ¼" thick and ¼" wide.

We also like the product’s reasonable price: $49.99 for two guides plus shipping ($5.99 for orders between $30 and $75, or $6.99 for orders over $75). For more information, or for a free catalog, write Leichtung Workshops at 4944 Commerce Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44128. To order, call 800/321-6840.

One intelligent level

Although most of us have become quite comfortable with a bubble level, these traditional tools do have limitations. Unlike a typical bubble level, the Pro Smartlevel from Wedge Innovations measures all angles, not just level and plumb. And, you can remove the 8" long electronic module from the Pro Smartlevel and use it to measure table and blade angles on many of your woodworking machines. The module recalibrates itself to “zero” or level on any surface with the push of a button, allowing you to measure the angle of two neighboring surfaces (aJointer’s table and fence, for example), neither of which must be truly plumb or level.

The level also measures percent of slope and rise/run. You can adjust its accuracy to within .1° or .2°. The module runs on a 9-volt battery, and can be used as a torpedol level or locked into the handholds of 24", 48", or 78" aluminum rails. Our 24" rail with module sells for about $100.

For more information on various models and the name of your nearest dealer, write Wedge Innovations, 2040 Fortune Drive, Suite 102, San Jose, CA 95131. Or call 800/762-7853.

Levelers simplify router-table construction

Here’s the slickest system we’ve seen for installing an acrylic router plate in a router table. To use Stay-Tru Plate Levelers from Woodhaven, you simply cut a hole into your router table that matches the shape of the acrylic plate. Then, you mount one leveler on each of the four sides of the hole. After placing your router and plate into the hole, you use two screws on each leveler to adjust the plate perfectly flush with the top of the router table.

The levelers work on tables 1¼"-1¾" thick, but can be modified to fit slightly thinner or thicker tables. A set of four levelers costs $12.99 plus postage ($3.50 for orders under $50) from Woodhaven, 5523 W. Kimberly, Davenport, IA 52806. Call 800/344-6657 or 319/391-1279. If you don’t care to make your own acrylic plate, Woodhaven sells those, too.

Continued
A safe and convenient way to dispense solvents
How many times have you tried to pour mineral spirits, lacquer thinner, or some other solvent onto a rag only to wind up with the solvent on your workbench, workshop floor, or even yourself? Justrite, a manufacturer of safety equipment for hazardous liquids, has a solution.

The company's model 10108 plunger holds up to one quart of solvent. Its spring-loaded pan fills with solvent when you push down on it with a rag. So, you quickly moisten the rag as necessary, with no spilling. When you lift the rag off the pan, the pan springs back up and the remaining solvent flows back into the reservoir, where it is safely confined until needed again.

The model 10108 lists for $40.70, with other sizes and types available. For the location of your nearest dealer, write to Justrite Manufacturing Co., 2454 Dempster St., Des Plaines, IL 60016. Or call 708/298-9250.

The best combination squares we’ve run across
If you think there's little difference between combination squares, then you haven't tried one made by Starrett, a producer of high-quality precision tools. These tools feature dead-on accuracy, and a satin-chrome finish that makes it easy to read even the ½" graduations. The components are ground to exacting tolerances so they slide without excessive play, and they fit together well when tightened down.

An attractive solution for tool storage
Of all the hand-tool organizers we've tried, none top magnetic tool holders for hassle-free organizing and retrieval. These strips tenaciously hang on to saws, chisels, hammers, and other tools.

You can purchase a 24"-long model with two steel eyes 16" on center for $18.95 plus postage (the price drops to $16.95 each if you order three or more). Write to: Woodcraft, 210 Wood County Industrial Park, P.O. Box 1686; Parkersburg, WV 26102-1686. Call 800/225-1153 to order. One note of caution: Don't hang anything from these holders, such as small screwdrivers or pliers, whose performance might be hindered from becoming magnetized.

You can buy combination squares in 4", 6", and 12" sizes, as well as various accessories such as center and protractor heads, from Woodcraft, 210 Wood County Industrial Park, P.O. Box 1686, Parkersburg, WV 26102-1686. Call 800/225-1153 to order or for their catalog.

Long plug cutters make more than just plugs
Most plug cutters on today's market work fine for cutting plugs of ½" length or shorter. For cutting
Organizers bring order to cluttered drawers
Small items such as carving accessories and painting supplies can quickly make a jumbled mess inside your workshop drawers. To help keep these items neatly grouped for easy retrieval, we placed Rubbermaid drawer organizers inside the shallow drawers of our rolling tool cabinets.
The reasonably priced plastic organizers come in various shapes so you can customize them to suit your tools and drawer space. You can purchase Rubbermaid products at most discount stores; we bought ours at K Mart.

A magnifier lamp for magnificent results
For help in cutting finely detailed patterns, we mounted a magnifier lamp onto our scroll saw. The lamp uses a 22-watt circular fluorescent tube that provides plenty of task illumination. The 5"-diameter lens magnifies your pattern 175 percent. These features lessen eye strain, making it easier for you to follow pattern lines. Plus, you can move the lamp in or out of your way in a jiffy, letting springs hold its 45" arms where needed.
To get your magnifier lamp, send $84.90 plus $3 shipping and handling to Advanced Machinery Imports, P.O. Box 312, New Castle, DE 19720. This is a special price for WOOD magazine readers that ends November 30, 1992.

These mats give your legs welcome relief
Standing in one place for a length of time can cause foot, leg, or back pain, particularly on cold, hard concrete floors. So, we placed antifatigue mats in front of the scroll saw, lathe, and workbench. The 3/8" x 27" x 36" cushioned sponge-vinyl mats also give you secure footing during those times when a fine coating of sawdust might trip you up by making the floor slippery.
You can buy these mats for $19.95 plus $4.95 shipping from The Woodworkers' Store, 21801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, MN 55374-9514. Call 612/428-2199.

longer plugs, we chose a set of no. 100 Heavy-Duty Wood Plug Cutters from Connecticut Valley Manufacturing Co. (CONVALCO). These cutters have extra-long barrels that produce plugs up to 1/3" long. That means they also work great for cutting round tenons on the ends of chair legs and rungs, and other such parts.
You can choose from six models that cut plugs in these diameters: 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", or 1". Prices range from $22.16 to $38.42 each, plus shipping. Write to CONVALCO, P.O. Box 1957, New Britain, CT 06050. Call 203/223-0076.

Tweezers that give you the upper hand on splinters
It's no fun doing battle with a stubborn splinter, but here's an inexpensive tool that will help you win these skirmishes. The Magnifying Tweezers has an attached 6-power magnifier that helps you locate even the tiniest of splinters. The lens is set at the right focal length from the tips of the tweezers, so you don't have to spend time trying to focus.
The Magnifying Tweezers sells for $4.95 plus shipping from Garrett Wade, 161 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10013. Call 800/221-2942.
DRESSER-TOP DELIGHT

While visiting an arts and crafts gallery in Boulder, Colorado, recently, I came across this beautiful bandsawed box designed and crafted by Jerry Patrasso. Jerry, a full-time woodworker from Boulder, specializes in making jewelry boxes with intriguing curved cuts. Having seen lots of bandsawed boxes, I knew this project, with its teardrop-shaped drawers, would be one you would love to build. Happy bandsawing.

Marleen Kemmet
How-To Editor

Print this article

Note: To start, you'll need a block of wood measuring 4 x 6 x 16" to form the box. Since dried wood this thick is quite difficult to find, we used a piece 2 x 6 x 32", crosscut it in half, and laminated the two pieces face-to-face. You can either laminate your own stock to form the block or order 2"-thick stock from our Buying Guide source at the end of the article.

Or, you could also use a photostat machine with reduction capabilities to reduce the full-sized pattern for a smaller box.

First, add an auxiliary tabletop to your bandsaw

1. Cut a piece of hardboard or 1/4" plywood slightly larger than your bandsaw's tabletop to make an auxiliary tabletop. (We suggest that you do this because some of the pieces we first cut on our metal bandsaw tabletop caught in the miter-gauge groove, resulting in crooked bandsaw cuts.)

2. With your bandsaw running, feed the hardboard tabletop into the blade until the wood top is centered over the metal tabletop. Shut off the machine, and adhere the hardboard to the metal tabletop with double-faced tape. Check that the bandsaw blade is 90° to the auxiliary tabletop, and adjust if necessary.

Now, laminate your stock, and cut the block to shape

3. Transfer the full-sized box-front pattern to the front face of one of the 2"-thick by 16"-long pieces. (We used carbon paper to transfer the pattern.)

4. Fit your bandsaw with a 1/4" blade that has 6 teeth per inch (TPI). Now, bandsaw the piece with the marked outline to shape, cutting about 1/8" outside the marked outline. Then, using the cut piece as a template, mark its outline onto the second piece of stock. (Cutting the pieces to rough shape now, enables better clamping-distribution pressure in the next step.)

5. With the planed faces mating and the bottom jointed edges flush, glue and clamp the two bandsawed pieces together, forming a 4"-thick lamination. Let it dry overnight.
A BANDSAWED JEWELRY BOX WITH ALL THE RIGHT CURVES

6 Scrape off the glue squeeze-out. Bandsaw just outside the marked outline to cut the top curved surface of the laminated block to shape. Using a stationary sander or belt sander, sand to the line to remove saw marks and finish shaping the curved surface. Sand the bottom flush if necessary.

7 Use a compass to mark a line ¼" in from the back edge of the block. As shown in Step 1 on the Bandsawing the Box drawing, cut on the inside of the line to slice off the back from the block.

8 Transfer the 1"-hole centerpoints for the finger-push openings from the full-sized pattern to the box back. Bore the 1" holes. (We used a Forstner bit.) Rout ¼" round-overs around the perimeter of the 1" holes on the outside face of the back piece. Then, sand the bandsawed surfaces of both pieces smooth.

Bandsaw the drawers and openings
1 Switch to a ¼" 14-TPI bandsaw blade, and cut Drawer A to shape, following the path of Cut 1 on the pattern. After you’ve completed cutting the drawer, stop the cut where shown on the pattern, and turn the saw off, holding the block still. Carefully work the blade out through the kerf where you started the cut. Remove the drawer from the block.

2 To cut Drawer B, push the non-moving blade through the kerf left by Cut 1 to the start point of Cut 2. Start the saw, and begin Cut 2 where shown on the pattern. Stop Cut 2 at the pointed end of the drawer. See Step 2 of the multistep drawing for reference. After the blade has stopped, back the blade out the kerf. With the machine still off, back the blade into the entrance kerf for Cut 1, start Cut 3, and finish cutting Drawer B to shape. Stop the machine at the pointed end of the drawer, and back the blade out the kerf of Cut 3. Remove the drawer from the block.

3 To cut Drawer C to shape, make your entrance cut where shown for Cut 4, and exit out the same kerf. Remove the drawer.

4 Inject and spread glue along the mating surfaces at the entrance kerf for Cut 1 and the kerf between Drawers A and B. Glue the kerfs closed. Large spring clamps work best to close the kerfs. Repeat for the kerf used to start Cut 4. Leave clamped overnight.

Continued
Finish shaping the drawers
1 Mark a line \( \frac{3}{16} \)" from the front and back edge of each drawer. (We used a compass to mark the lines.) Cut the front and back from each drawer where shown in Step 3 of the drawing. Sand the bandsawn surfaces of the \( \frac{3}{16} \)"-thick drawer fronts and backs and the drawer cores.
2 Transfer the drawer-cutout outlines from the full-sized pattern (the shaded areas) to the front faces of the drawer cores.
3 As shown in Step 4 of the drawing, cut the drawer-core interiors to shape. Sand the cut edges of each opening smooth (we used a \( \frac{3}{4} \)" drum sander).
4 With the edges flush, glue and clamp the front and back onto each drawer as shown in Step 5 of the drawing. (Notice how we used a scrap block to distribute the pressure across the pointed end.) Wipe off excess glue.
5 Sand each drawer exterior to remove remaining saw marks.
6 Using a table-mounted router with a \( \frac{3}{4} \)" round-over bit, rout along the front edge of each drawer. Sand the pointed front corner of each drawer slightly to break the sharp point.

Add the felt and the finish
1 Cut the three felt pieces to the sizes shown on the Exploded-View drawing. Position the felt (no glue just yet), and then slide the drawer in place. In addition to providing a smooth surface for the drawers to slide on, the felt raises each drawer slightly, evening the kerf gap between the top and bottom of the drawer and the opening. If the drawers fit too

Next, prepare the box for the drawers
1 As shown in Step 6 of the drawing, glue and clamp the \( \frac{3}{4} \)" back onto the box core.
2 Mark a line \( \frac{3}{4} \)" from the front edge of the box. Bandsaw the front from the box where shown in Step 7 of the drawing. Doing this allows the drawers to protrude \( \frac{3}{4} \)" beyond the front of the box. Sand the cut edges smooth.
3 Rout \( \frac{3}{4} \)" roundovers along the front and back outside edges of the box where shown on the Exploded View. Finish-sand the box and drawers.
tightly, sand them slightly until they slide easily. Remove the drawers and felt from the box.

2. Apply finish to the box (inside and out) and drawers. (We used Deft spray-on lacquer.)
3. Attach four rubber or felt feet to the bottom of the box.
4. For better adhesion, sand slightly where you will be applying the felt in the openings. Glue the felt in place with woodworker's glue.

**Buying Guide**
- **2x6x32" block.** Bubinga $29 pp., padauk $28 pp., cherry $18 pp. (U.S. dollars). Berea Hardwoods, 125 Jacqueline Drive, Berea, OH 44017 or call 216/234-7949 to order. ♔
C-CLAMP COATRACK

What do you do when it's time to hang up your shop coat or apron? Dangle it from a nail or hook on the back of the workshop door? Here's a better solution—a C-clamp coatrack that's right at home in a woodworking shop.

You'll need ½" stock for the clamp bodies (we planed thicker maple to size) and a piece ¾" x 3½" x 16" for the mounting board (we used cherry).

From ¼" stock 4" wide, crosscut four 8" lengths and four 4" lengths. Build two ¾"-thick laminations, each with two 4" pieces laid edge to edge between two 8" pieces. Run the grain in the center layer at a right angle to the grain on the sides. Glue with epoxy, and clamp.

Stack the two laminations together with double-faced tape. Trace the pattern for the clamp body (A) onto the stack, and then cut with a bandsaw (use a ¼" blade) or scrollsaw. Sand ¼" round-overs where shown.

For the mounting board (B), rout ½" chamfers and ¾" dados ¼" deep where shown. Glue a clamp body (A) into each dado with epoxy, and secure each from the back with two countersunk #6 x 1" flathead wood screws.

Drill a ½" hole 2½" deep centered on one end of a ¾" dowel 3" long. To do so, nail two 2 x 3" pieces of scrapwood together into a 3"-tall right angle. Secure the dowel into the corner with double-faced tape. Hold the jig with a handscrew clamp as you drill.
ANOTHER GREAT PROJECT FROM THE IDEA SHOP

Bandsaw or scrollsaw two 7/8” lengths of the drilled-out dowel for parts C. Sand a 3/8”-wide flat side on each. Glue parts C to parts A where shown.

On two 5” lengths of 1/2” dowel, mark the simulated thread lines for parts E where shown on the full-sized pattern. Chuck each length into your drill press. Run the machine at its slowest speed as you cut 1/16” deep at each mark with a hacksaw or triangular file. Then, sand a 1/16” chamfer on the end. Drill the 3/16” hole where shown. Trim to 3/8”.

Round the ends of two 2” lengths of 3/8” dowel, and glue one into the hole on each part E. Glue part E into part C, with 1” extending from the bottom of part C and the handle crosswise.

Next, drill 1/8” holes 1 1/2” deep where indicated. Glue 1/8” dowels 1 1/4” long into the holes, and sand the ends flush. Cut four pieces of 3/4” dowel 1 1/4” long for pads (D), and glue them in place. Finish-sand, and apply a clear oil finish followed by two coats of satin polyurethane varnish. 🌟

Project Design: James R. Downing
Illustrations: Mike Henry
Photograph: John Hetherington
Hollywood has turned out some star-studded creations over the years. Here's one you can produce yourself. Our whimsical man-in-the-moon clock looks just right in a child's room; grown-ups who appreciate flights of fancy will love it, too.

We made our clock from basswood. Pine would work, too, since it will be painted. You'll need a piece 3/4 x 7 x 8" for the clock body, one that's 3/8 x 5 x 7" for the moon and star overlays, and a 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 6" piece for the base. (We planed thicker stock for the 3/8" material, and laminated two 3/4"-thick pieces together for the 1 1/2" base.) A #7 scroll saw blade, .043 x .016" with 12 teeth per inch, will handle the cutting.

Photocopy the full-sized pattern on the opposite page. Now, trace the outside oval shape of the body, the clock-hole centerpoint, and the circled numbers inside the stars onto the 3/4" board. Next, trace the moon and the stars (including the circled numbers) onto the 3/8" material, and the base outline onto your 1 1/2" stock.

Saw around the body outline, and cut out the base. Then, cut out the moon and star shapes. Notice that star no. 1 connects to the moon—cut them as one piece.

Bore the 2 3/4"-diameter hole for the clock insert with a Forstner bit or holesaw chucked into a drill press. Whichever you use, be sure to back the workpiece with scrapwood, and clamp it firmly to the drill-press table.

Position the moon on the body, attaching it temporarily with double-faced tape. Sand the edges flush, and then sand the body and base so they fit together tightly. Glue the base to the body. Set the front of the base flush with the front of the moon, and then remove the moon from the body.

Sand all surfaces. Then, redraw the circled numbers on the body, and number the stars on their backs to help position them.
SHELF CLOCK

Paint the body and base black (we used artist's acrylics). Don’t paint the circled numbers and the area where the moon will be glued on. Paint the front and edges of the moon off-white. Add the cheek and eye details after the paint dries. As you paint the fronts and edges of the stars white, don’t forget to paint the portions on the backs of stars 2, 4, and 8 that extend past the edge of the body. When dry, glue the moon and stars into place.

Later, spray on a semigloss clear finish to protect the paint and add a bit of luster. After the finish dries, install the clock insert.

Buying Guide

Clock insert. Ready-to-install unit with quartz movement, black case and bezel, and black face with white hands and numerals; runs on one type N battery (included). Order item no. 71165, $12 ppd. in U.S. Klockit, P.O. Box 636, Lake Geneva, WI 53147. For telephone orders, call 800/556-2548. ♠

FULL-SIZED PATTERN

Project Design: Harlequin Crafts
Photographs: John Heerington
Illustrations: Mike Henry;
Jim Stevenson
OLD-WORLD
WINDMILL
IT'S A BREEZE TO MAKE

Here's a scrollsawed plaque with something different—depth. Cutouts mounted on three levels make this windmill scene an eye-catcher. You'll breeze through the cutting, too, because you won't have to stop to thread the blade through tiny holes. You'll complete this project without any inside cuts, not even for the window openings.

You'll need a 1/8 x 8 x 10" piece of Baltic birch plywood (available at hobby shops) and a 12" piece of 1" x 12" rough-sawned cedar. Designers Roy King and Scott Kochendorfer recommend cutting the pattern with a #2/0 scrollsaw blade (.022 x .010" with 28 teeth per inch). For smoothest sawing, overlay your saw's table with a piece of smooth plywood with a zero-cleanup blade hole.

Photocopy the full-sized patterns, opposite page, and adhere them to the plywood with spray adhesive. Cut out the parts.

When cutting the windmill building (A), start at the upper left window where shown. Cut the four window panes, leaving the muntins attached at the right side of the window.

Back out of the window entry cut, and saw down the left side until you reach the next window entry. Cut as before, back out, and continue around the building, cutting the door and the other window as you come to them.

After you've cut out the entire piece, saw the horizontal lines. Saw in along each line, and then carefully back out.

Cut the open areas on the windmill support (B) by entering on the lines shown along the top. Scrollsaw the windmill sails (C), cutting each long detail line as you come to it. Then, go back and cut the short detail lines.

Change to a heavier scrollsaw blade. Tilt the saw table to 30°, and saw a freeform edge on the 1 x 12 plaque, maintaining an 8 1/2 x 8 1/2" area in the center. With the rough side up, keep the plaque on the high side of the table as you saw. Install a wall hanger on back of the plaque.

Now, assemble the scene
After removing the patterns, glue the windmill building (A) and large cloud (G) where indicated on the Plaque Layout drawing.

Add the path sides (D and E) and the spacer (K). Next, glue the single tree (I) and double tree (J) to the back of the ground line (H), aligning them as indicated.

Glue the ground line and trees into position, and then glue the windmill support (B) to the building. Glue spacer (L) to the back of the small cloud (F), and glue these pieces to the plaque.

Complete the assembly by gluing the sails to the spacer (K). Spray on a clear finish from several angles, covering all edges.

Buying guide
More patterns. Scroller offers many patterns in various difficulty ratings. For a catalog, send $1.50 for postage and handling to Scroller Catalog, 9033 S. Nashville, Oak Lawn, IL 60453. No phone orders, please.

Project Design: Scroller, Roy King and Scott Kochendorfer
Illustrations: Mike Henry
Photograph: Wm. Hopkins
A GREAT CONTEST ... AGAIN!

It was evident, the years hadn’t dimmed the enthusiasm of WOOD® magazine readers for entering our fourth annual Build-A-Toy® contest. In fact, the entrants displayed more overall imagination, woodworking skill, and variety than ever before.

Entries in the student category have increased since our first contest, but this was the greatest effort yet by young woodworkers from across the U.S. Hats off to you! A special appreciation goes to industrial arts teacher Barry Haley’s students at Newark, Ohio’s

Although our judges thoroughly evaluated entries, they took time out to enjoy play, too. From left, David Ashe, Des Moines designer; Jim Downing, Capt. Scott E. Nisely, USMC.

Jason Resch, of Bryant, Wis., took student first prize with this fire truck featuring walnut inlay around the doors.

Grand prize, student, went to Newark, Ohio’s Wayne Green and his classy walnut steam engine.

Mike Jagiello won first prize, professional, with his turtle pull toy. Also last year’s grand-prize winner, Mike builds cabinets in Almond, Wis.
Jim Downing can't keep his hands off the great little takedown workbench of maple and walnut sent in by a home hobbyist. Its drawers and pegboard hold kid-sized tools.

Licking Valley High School. These 12 teenage craftsmen contributed a collective effort of five neat hockey games and five super biplanes destined for underprivileged kids. Two of these students also took top prizes with their individual entries!

Among the pros were a few familiar names who had claimed prizes in past years. Their entries, though, definitely weren't repetitive. And perhaps best of all was the tremendous craftsmanship of our home hobbyists. Their toys were inspirations—applause, applause, please!

Paraded below and on the following page are the grand-through third-prize winners. For the complete list of winners, turn to page 72. For the 1993 contest rules, see page 82. Press deadlines don't allow us time to present any toy plans in this issue for you to

Continued

Larry J. Weaver's walnut-and-maple version of a John Deere tractor won him a first place among home hobbyists. Larry lives in Petersburg, W. Va.

Neil Seely of Rochester, N.Y., no newcomer to Build-A-Toy, switched from pull toys to a detailed tractor/trailer rig and snatched the pros' grand prize.

Home-hobbyist grand-prize winner was Sam Roberts of Roseburg, Ore. Sam's boxful of tiny action toys was original, clever, and a joy to behold.
A GREAT CONTEST

Paul Kirk, another Newark, Ohio, student, claimed second place among his peers with this laminated coaster wagon.

A moveable-wing warship out of Star Trek won the student third prize for Brian Merdian of Herminie, Pa.

An ice cream truck by Fred Conklin, Pine Bush, N.Y., took home-hobbyist third.

Home-hobbyist Ken Barkley of North Palm Beach, Fla, captured second place with a dump truck.

Henry Gorczynski, Buffalo, N.Y., got pro-class second prize with this tugboat.

This duck-in-a-pond puzzle won a third prize in the pro division for Karen Grimm of Lafayette, N.Y.

make any of the 1992 contest toys. Look for selected ones throughout the year.

Our Build-A-Toy mission

As in the past, the Build-A-Toy contest helps the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve's Toys-for-Tots program. Last year (1991), to assist the Marines in providing toys for a greater number of needy kids, we held an auction of selected toys in Los Angeles that enabled us to buy an additional $12,000 worth of wooden playthings from Vermont's Montgomery Schoolhouse Toy Company.

As you read this, many of the toys entered in Build-A-Toy '92 are on public display in Silver Dollar City, a popular theme park in Branson, Missouri, that features old-time skills and handmade crafts in a setting from yesteryear. In early December, we'll host a celebrity auction there that will raise another tidy sum for the nation's less fortunate youngsters. So again, thanks to all of you caring readers who entered our contest. Best of luck in Build-A-Toy '93.

△ "I just have to try it out," says David Ashe of the heavy-duty dump truck. David, who designs toys as well as furniture, was an enthusiastic judge during the daylong session.

The U.S. Marine Corps' Capt. Nisely checks out the craftsmanship on a pull toy. On the table before him sit a host of possible finalists in the home hobbyist division. As always in the Build-A-Toy contest, criteria included originality, craftsmanship, finish, safety, durability, and appeal as a toy.

Photographs: John Hetherington
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT PLANS, KITS & SUPPLIES

Harp, Lyres, Banjos, Guitars, Violins, Mandolins, Hammer Dulcimers, Mountain Dulcimers, Psaltiers & more!

CATALOG: $1.00

MUSICMAKERS KITS, INC.
423 S. Main St. Dept. B9
Stillwater, MN 55082
612-439-9120

Wood-Mizer®
World's Largest Manufacturer of Portable Sawmills

Own a Sawmill!
Start a Profitable Business!
Save money cutting your own lumber, make money cutting for others.

1-800-553-0219

PLAYHOUSES
Victorian or Longbranch

- Send $21.95 for plan or $37.95 for plan & video (includes shipping).
- Also helpful construction hints.
- Specify style - Send $4 for 15 extra designs

THE OLD REBEL WORKSHOP
P.O. Box 1983, Warner Robins, GA 31099 (478) 929-2574

MIRRORA®
THE HAND MIRROR COMPLIMENT
PERFECTLY BEVELED MIRROR

FLORAL
Glass & Mirror, Inc.
895 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788
516/234-2200 • 800-647-7672

The Japan Woodworker’s Catalog is...

End your frustrations!
• Various styles, heights, woods
• No minimum • Affordable
Fax/phone 1-800-628-0428

Blue Ridge Moulding
PO Box 127, Hinton Va. 22831-0127

Ogee Foot Mouldings

ANTIQUE reproduction furniture HARDWARE

HORTON BRASSES
Nooks Hill Rd. PO Box 120j
Cromwell, Ct 06416 203-635-4100
send $3.00 for a catalog

FREE CATALOG
DELIVERING...
QUALITY TO AMERICA’S WOODWORKERS.
For the largest selection of AMERICAN MADE professional quality Router Bits, Shaper Cutters, Forstner Bits and unique accessories, ask for our new 64 page Mail Order Catalog.
1 • 800 • 872 • 2511
“Building Upon America’s Commitment To Quality”
EAGLE AMERICA P.O. BOX 1099, CHARDON, OHIO 44024

WOO D WORKERS
Save on Wood - Tools - Supplies!

OVER 4000 ITEMS
Finest Dimensioned HARDWOODS and Quality VENEERS
42 VARIETIES
1/4" to 4" Thickness
Fast service on choice kiln dried Wood and Veneers, Moldings, Trim, Hand and Power Tools, Lamp Parts, Upholstery Supplies, Clock Movements and Kits, Hard-to-Find Hardware, Finishing Materials, Books...

Send for New 1992 132 Page Money Saving CATALOG

Kwick Kleen FREE CATALOG
INDUSTRIAL PAINT REMOVERS
PROFESSIONAL FINISHING PRODUCTS

Kwick Kleen INDUSTRIAL SOLVENTS P.O. BOX 627 • VINCENNES, IN 47591-0627 • CALL 1-800-467-0144

The Japan Woodworker's Catalog is...
loaded with the best tools you can get your hands on.
In our catalog you will find a huge selection of Japanese saws, waterstones, chisels, planes, carving tools, gutter and tools, some $1.50 or for our catalog and supplements
during the next two years.

THE JAPAN WOODWORKER
1731 Clement E-20, Alameda, CA 94501
Phone 1-800-637-7600
HERE THEY ARE!

CONTEST WINNERS

All the finest finishes, best trains, best puzzles—from student, home hobbyist, and pro—here’s the winning rundown.

VROOM-VROOM-VAROOM
Among home hobbyists, this racing-team semi, trailer, and car by Tulsa’s Bill Jones won the Best Truck award.

STUDENT DIVISION

Grand Prize ($1,000 in Black & Decker merchandise): Wayne Green, Newark, Ohio.

First Prize ($500 Grizzly merchandise): Jason Resch, Bryant, Wis.

Second Prize ($500 Skil merchandise): Paul Kirk, Newark, Ohio.

Third Prize ($500 American Tool Co. merchandise): Brian Merdan, Hermitin, Pennsylvania.

HOME-HOBBYIST DIVISION

Grand Prize ($2,500 Delta merchandise): Sam Roberts, Roseburg, Ore.

First Prize ($1,600 Shopsmith Mark V): Larry J. Weaver, Petersburg, W. Va.

Second Prize ($1,000 Ryobi merchandise): Ken Barkley, N. Palm Beach, Fla.


PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Grand Prize ($1,000 AEG merchandise): Neil Seeley, Rochester, N.Y.

First Prize ($1,000 Porter Cable merchandise): Mike Jaglicio, Almond, Wis.

Second Prize (RBI 16" variable-speed scroll saw): Henry J. Gorczynski, Batavia, N.Y.

Third Prize (Bridgewood planer from Wilke Machinery): Karen Grimm, Lafayette, N.Y.

SPECIAL CITATIONS

Best Use of Wood
Student (Turning squares, Adams Wood Products): Jason Resch, Bryant, Wis., firetruck.

Home hobbyist ($100 gift certificate from Woodworkers Supply): Jeffrey P. Stamer, Mount Wolf, Pa., baby bed activity board.


Best Carved Toy
Student ($500 Dremel merchandise): Casey Benson, Tyler, Tex., doll rocker.

Home hobbyist ($500 Dremel merchandise): John Fink, San Diego, Calif., dancing bear and drummer.


Best Finish
Student ($1,000 Deft merchandise): Jason Resch, Bryant, Wis., black/red car.

Home hobbyist ($500 Minwax merchandise): William V. Trumble, Greats Pass, Ohio, green/yellow tractor.

Professional ($500 Minwax merchandise): Mike Jaglicio, Almond, Wis., turtle pull toy.

Best Truck
Student ($100 Klockit merchandise): Jason Resch, Bryant, Wis., fire truck.

ROCK-A-BY-BABY
Casey Benson of Tyler, Texas, won the Best Carved Toy award in the student division with a nifty doll rocker.

Professional (Brandmark branding iron): Neil Seely, Rochester, N.Y., semi and flatbed backing game.

Best Car
Student ($100 Constantine merchandise): Jason Resch, Bryant, Wis., black/red car.

Home hobbyist (Antique car plans from Toys and Joys): Mark Canales, Gansvoort, N.Y., race car.

Professional (Furniture plans from Furniture Designs, Inc.): R. Perry Mergurio, Kingfield, Maine, jeep.

Best Pull Toy
Student (DML 10" carbide-tipped blade): Suzanne Forman, E. Amherst, N.Y., pull toy.

Home hobbyist (How-To Book Club $100 gift certificate): John and Diane Denkinger, Omaha, Neb., fire truck.

Professional (Woodmaster $100 gift certificate): Mike Jagielo, Almond, Wis., turtle pull toy.

Best Train
Student (Rodale woodworking books): Wayne Green, Newark, Ohio, train engine.

Home hobbyist ($250 Seven Corners merchandise): Joseph D. Herbert, Greensburg, Ind., engine and three cars.

Professional (Milwaukee Electric 4" belt sander): Carl Boop, Levittown, Pa., pine train.

Best Bank
Student: No banks entered in this category.

Home hobbyist (Formby's gift sets): Stephen Forman, E. Amherst, N.Y., cement truck bank.

Professional (DML 10" carbide-tipped blade): Clarence German, Hankinson, N. Dak., heart bank.

Best Airplane
Student ($100 Geneva Specialties merchandise): Michael Bella, Bloomsburg, Pa., space shuttle.


Professional: No airplanes entered in this category.

Most Number of Toy Entries
Student (ParaGauge from Accuset Tool): Licking Valley High School Manufacturing Class, Newark, Ohio

Home hobbyist ($100 gift certificate Woodworkers Book Club): Robert Sylvain, Granby, Conn.

Professional ($100 Econ Abrasives supplies): Steve Forrest, Sunrise, Fla.

Best Cradle
Student: No cradles entered.

Home hobbyist (Sears Craftsman 20" scroll saw): Terry and Warren Keib, Buckley, Ill., Southwest-style cradle.

Professional (Penn State variablespeed scroll saw): A. Horowitz, Torrance, Calif., doll cradle.

Best Puzzle
Student (St. Croix Kits thumb piano): Anne House, Arlington Heights, Ill., abstract puzzle.

Home hobbyist (MLCS Master Set): Sylvia Adair Maker, Windsor, Vt., Old MacDonald number puzzle.

Professional (Formby's gift sets): Karen Grimm, LaFayette, N.Y., duck-inpond puzzle.

Student special toy plane from WOOD® plan ($100 books from Woodworkers Book Club): Laurel Ely, Cabins, W. Va.

Home hobbyist/professional best toy from Wood magazine All-Time Best Toy Projects ($250 Leichtung merchandise): Mark G. O'Brien, Oakville, Mo., walnut tractor.

Photograph by John Hetherington

PUTT, PUTT, PUTTY-PUT

The judges suspect that William V. Trumble, Greats Falls, Ohio, used dyes to arrive at the John Deere green on his tractor. His work earned him Best Finish in the home hobbyist class.
Buying Guide

- **4 x 16 x 20”** pleated air filter. Two for $19.95 ppd. Iowa Air Filter Inc., 108 SE 4th Street, Des Moines, IA 50309, or call 800/383-5151 to order.

- **Blower and motor.** 3/4-width belt-drive blower with 10% diameter wheel and 1/4-hp, 1,725 rpm motor. W.W. Grainger stock no. 7C656, approximately $150. Check with your local heating and ventilation contractor for a new or used unit. Available nationwide from W.W. Grainger, Inc. Check your phone-directory white pages for your local branch. Or, to mail-order the unit, call the Des Moines Iowa branch of W.W. Grainger at 515/266-3460.

---

**TRANSPower**

**SINCE 1953**

**SUPER HEAVY DUTY WOODWORKING EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Motor Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1” Shaper Router, 3HP</td>
<td>$898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50A</td>
<td>1” Shaper Router, 3HP</td>
<td>$765</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>12” Auto Planer, 2HP</td>
<td>$292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500A</td>
<td>11/4” Shaper Router, 3HP</td>
<td>$590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>Tilting Spindle Shaper</td>
<td>$1295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20A</td>
<td>20” Auto Planer, 3HP</td>
<td>$1195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50T</td>
<td>Dust Collector, 1HP Motor</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50A 1</td>
<td>Dust Collector, 1HP Motor</td>
<td>$295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROFESSIONAL SHOP EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Motor Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1300</td>
<td>1” Shank Saw 2 Speeds 1HP Motor</td>
<td>$238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1600</td>
<td>16” Shank Saw 3 Speeds 1HP Motor</td>
<td>$498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1800</td>
<td>18” Shank Saw 3 Speeds 1HP Motor</td>
<td>$595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8000</td>
<td>20” Shank Saw 3 Speeds 3HP Motor</td>
<td>$1280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1600A</td>
<td>6” Long Bed Jointer 1HP Motor</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2600</td>
<td>6” Long Bed Jointer 2HP Motor</td>
<td>$546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP3000</td>
<td>3HP Shaper With Sliding Table</td>
<td>$940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4000</td>
<td>Industrial Wood Lathe, Cast Iron Bed</td>
<td>$590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S41200</td>
<td>12” Edge Belt Sander 2HP Motor</td>
<td>$940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S41200</td>
<td>12” Edge Belt Sander (Stand Option)</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2500</td>
<td>20” Double Drum Sander 5HP Motor</td>
<td>$1080</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1120</td>
<td>Industrial 12” Disc Sander 4HP Belt</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF150</td>
<td>Auto Feeder 3 Wheels V3HP Motor</td>
<td>$380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF100</td>
<td>Auto Feeder 3 Wheels V1HP Motor</td>
<td>$420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF500</td>
<td>Auto Feeder 3 Wheels V1HP Motor</td>
<td>$590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB500</td>
<td>Air Drum/Bush Sander 3 Speeds</td>
<td>$185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STEVE WALL LUMBER CO.**

Quality Hardwoods and Woodworking Machinery For The Craftsmen and Educational Institutions

**LUMBER SPECIALS**

- MAHOGANY 100 Bd. Ft. Bundle #1 Common S2S 13/16 $175
- WALNUT 100 Bd. Ft. Bundle #1 Common 4/4 $110
- *FOB Mayodan - Motor Freight Only*

Call For Best Prices On **MiniMax**

STEVE H. WALL LUMBER CO.
BOX 287 • MAYODAN, N.C. 27027
919-427-0637 • 1-800-633-4062 • FAX 919-427-7588

Send $1.00 For Lumber and Machinery Catalog
Air Support = Back Pain Relief

- Research shows 95% of back pain sufferers report Select Comfort gives them the back support they need to get a better night’s sleep.

- Unique air-cushion design contours to your body, providing superior back support and comfort.

Variable Firmness = Great Sleep.
Your Select Comfort conforms to your body’s natural shape so your back muscles don’t strain to hold your spine straight. Because air support is the closest thing to floating, you’ll wake up rested and ready for the day.

Discover why 96% of Select Comfort users recommend it to family and friends.
"I am a doctor and often come home exhausted. This mattress is the most comfortable I’ve tried.”
Dr. Connie Horn, M.D.
Clarksville, Ohio.

Select Comfort provides proper back support and contours to your body, distributing weight evenly.

Innerspring mattresses create pressure points and uneven support.

Waterbeds rely on displacement and can cause a "hammock effect," bending your spine unnaturally.

Unique Support System.
Select Comfort’s unique air support system lets you control the feel and firmness of your bed—simply by pushing a button. Your mattress can be firmer than the firmest innerspring or softer than the softest featherbed…helping you sleep more comfortably, reducing back pain and muscle aches, and providing true support. Change the firmness whenever you like to meet your exact preference.

No Risk 90 Night Trial.
We are so confident that you will find Select Comfort to be the most comfortable mattress money can buy that we offer our “Better Night’s Sleep Guarantee.” Take 90 nights to sleep on a Select Comfort. If you aren’t completely satisfied, return it for a full refund.

Call or Write for a FREE BROCHURE AND VIDEO
1-800-831-1211

YES! Please send me a FREE Information Packet & Video.

Name ____________
Address ____________
City State Zip ____________
Evening Phone ____________

Select Comfort
9001 75th Ave. N. Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
1-800-831-1211
Dept. 674

Select Comfort 1993
GREAT IDEAS FOR YOUR SHOP

SAFE-AND-SOUND CUSTOMIZED CHISEL RACK

When WOOD magazine reader Richard Baker sent in this design a few months ago, we liked it immediately. In fact, we think it's so neat we included it in the IDEA SHOP. You can use it as a freestanding unit, or remove the feet and fasten it to your workshop wall. Either way, this nifty project displays your chisels proudly and protects their finely honed ends.

Note: We built our rack for a set of Stanley no. 60 chisels. The dimensions might vary slightly for your chisel set.

Project Design: Richard Baker
Hilltop Lakes, Texas
Illustration: James A. Downing
Photograph: John Hetherington

EXPLODED VIEW

WALL-MOUNTED CHISEL RACK

Drill a 7/8" pilot hole
3/8" deep into bottom of (B) and (A) for wood screw

Note: Outside edge of (I) is flush with end of (B)
ROLL-A-WAY TOOL CABINETS.

#1000 Has 10 drawers & 2 doors 18x31x32-in high. #2000 has 14 drawers 24x36x36-in high. Send $12.95 for plans for #1000. $15.95 for plans for #2000 to:
John's Wood Products
P.O. Box 354 Prospect, OH 43342-0354

PLAN #16 BACHHOE LOADER
97.95

PLAN #14 TRACTOR RIGG
96.95

STICKLER FOR DETAILS! At last, an exciting new line of REALISTIC Wood Block Models that you can build with your own tools & wood, and they are easy to follow instructions.

TRACTOR RIGG - This 19" long, 10" tall, Tractor is equipped with a detailed engine, three tires, & rear axle assembly. Paint details include a painted hood, front steering, detailed leaf springs, motor, ladder, steps, & steps guards, are cleaner, rust tanks, & much more.

BACHHOE LOADER - 25" plus, Challenging fun featuring over 30 easy to make parts, including brass cylinders, detailed steering, removable roll cage, & lots of instrument gauge, levers & lights.

Send U.S. check or U.S. money order in the above amount to
Gate Plan Supply, Box 1568, D. P. 1, Hamburg, PA 15026

HOT SHEET SPECIAL!

from New York State's largest POWERMATIC dealer.

Call for special pricing.

Over 50 different machines in stock.

Northland Woodworking Supply
65 Wurz Ave., Utica, NY 13502
315-724-1299 FAX 315-724-1299

Full-Size Professional Plan
LIBRARY CHAIR/STEPS

build this unique reproduction American Empire in styling, this beautiful combination chair or library steps doubles as extra chair or sturdy steps for reaching shelves. As Chair; 17 1/2" wide, 18" deep, 31 1/2" high. As Steps: 33 1/2" high.

Plan #714 $15.00
(Catalog free with order)

CATALOG listing 200 full size professional furniture plans -- $3.95

FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC., Dept. LA 102
1027 Main Ave., Glenview, IL 60025
(708) 557-7526

Add Music & Movement
To Wood Projects!

For a full-line catalog, send $1

High Tech Engraving

See what everyone has been talking about:

Engrave on: Wood, Glass, Metal, Stone, Ceramics, Eggshell

* No heat buildup
* No Vibration
* +400,000 RPM
* Precise Detail

For further information call:

1-800-755-0261 or 414-251-0981

Unicorn Studios
P.O. Box 370-DW • Seymour, TN 37865

Get Relief From Back & Neck Pain

The Back Machine™ Massage and Stretches Your Pain Away Right in Your Own Home!

A Conservative Therapy, Comprehensively Applied

The Back Machine combines the most effective ways to attain relief from back and neck pain into one easy to use, safe unit designed to help you return to a more normal, pain free life. And it feels good, even if you hurt.

How The Back Machine Works:

• Massage — Soft rollers massage muscles, increasing circulation, reducing muscle spasm, tension and stress.
• Stretching — Muscles are passively stretched, increasing flexibility and reducing pain.
• Traction — Mild traction restores spine length and pliability, relieving disc pressure.
• Mobilization — Restoration of movement occurs and promotes alignment of the spine.

Five Years of Clinical Use

Tested for over five years by doctors, physical therapists, and chiropractors, The Back Machine has been proven safe, effective, and comfortable.

60-Day Home Trial

We're so confident you'll experience relief from back and neck pain that we offer The Back Machine with an unconditional 60-day money back guarantee.

Call or Write Today For FREE BROCHURE AND VIDEO
1-800-433-5599

□ YES! I want to relieve my back pain.
Please send me a FREE brochure and Video.

Modern Technologies
2525 West Casino Road • Everett, WA 98204
1-800-433-5599
© 1992 Back Technologies, Inc. Dept. 596
Whether your woodworker's license reads "Beginner," "Intermediate," or "Advanced," you're bound to have a few questions about your favorite hobby. We can help by consulting our staff and outside experts. Send questions to: Ask WOOD
Better Homes and Gardens®
WOOD® Magazine
1912 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309-3379

Woodworking rule no. 1:
Waste paper not wood
I don't have any problem working out my bill of materials for any given project, but I do have difficulty transferring that list into a cutting diagram. I either wind up short of material or I have too much waste. Is there a formula that I am not aware of?
—Ramón P. Hatch, Spring Hill, Fla.

Ramón, you won't find any magic formula in developing a cutting diagram, just a few reliable steps. Start with a sheet of graph paper and your project's bill of materials. Separate your lumber from your plywood needs, and then separate lumber parts for different species. In our example, we use 3/4" oak lumber.

Next, assign a scale to your project on the graph paper. Again referring to our example, we say that one square equals 1". Draw the parts of one lumber species on the graph paper to scale, putting them end to end and edge to edge. Avoid making part groupings that extend beyond 10" wide and 8' long. (It's sometimes hard to find boards larger than this in home centers that stock hardwood.) If you have several parts to diagram, you may need to create more than one grouping. After you make your groupings, draw a board shape around each one to scale, and then label the parts, and the species, thickness, width, and length of the board. Allow for saw kerfs and add 15 percent for waste while determining the board's length and width.

Repeat this process for parts or other species needed, and plywood, too. With plywood, you'll be wise to start out by drawing either a 4x4' or 4x8' sheet to scale—whichever size appears the most practical. As you can gather, this method takes a little time and paper, but it lets you save on wood.

Maple names have him up a tree
Many hardwood dealers offer red or silver maple instead of sugar or rock maple. They say that these species of maple are as good as, if not better than, sugar maple. What is your opinion, and what are the qualities or drawbacks of one versus the other?
—Michael Stigliano, Springfield, N.J.

Michael, you have touched on the two basic groups of maple: soft and hard. Red and silver maples fall into the soft group, while sugar or rock maples belong to the hard. The wood of hard maples is not only more dense, but it has a finer texture, making it more valuable by furnituremakers and cabinetmakers. Soft maple often contains dark streaks running through the grain, and is considered a secondary wood. Here, uses commonly include structural pieces inside cabinet carcasses or in the hidden framing of upholstered furniture. Just so you'll know them when you see them, here are some common names for both hard and soft maples:

Hard maples: Australian, bird's eye, black, blister, Canadian, curly, European, fiddleback, Norway, hard,rock, and sugar.

Soft maples: Aspleawed, Oregon, red, river, silver, soft, striped, and swamp.

The dark secrets of finishing cherry
What is the secret of finishing cherry so it has the same deep red-wine color as the cherry furniture found in stores? Recently you published a similar letter from someone else who was trying to obtain this information, but your response was really not an answer. If there is no stain on the market, then precisely how do the furniture manufacturers obtain the red-wine finish?
—Ronald Pry, Houston, Texas

You're right, Ronald. A big difference exists in the "cherry finish" you see in furniture stores and the natural appearance of stained cherry. "Furniture manufacturers don't like to see random grain or colors in their finished products," says John Moser, a finishing expert who owns Wood Finishing Supply in Palmyra, New York. 'So, before staining or coloring, they seal the wood first with a lacquer sealer. Then they add Japan colors, special pigments mixed with mineral spirits. Finally, they finish with a coat of lacquer. This makes for a uniform "red-wine" appearance, but the process blocks out much of the natural grain texture which some people appreciate more. In fact, some "cherry finish" processes used by manufacturers go on more like paint than stain. For staining products, contact Wood Finishing Supply, 100 Throop St., Palmyra, NY 14522. Or call 315/597-3743.
Breathe Easier!
Powered Air Respirators for Wood Dust
$329 Model AGH

Excellent for all woodworking jobs which create "DUST." Also offers eye protection. Can be worn with beard and glasses. Systems also available for paint and lacquer fumes.

AIRSTREAM DUST HELMETS
Hwy. 54 South, Elbow Lake, MN 56531
Toll Free 1-800-328-1792 or 218-685-4457

RESTORE FURNITURE for
SECURE INCOME
Perfect 2nd Career
Make $200-$2,000 a day! Unlimited market; turn-key business. Free workshops. Set-Up Shop for $2,999-$9,999! Part-time or full-time. Great for men, women, families.

Make Molds*VENER*RESINER
Strip*Repair*Refinish
Business Preview Video $19.95 - Catalog $2.00
MINUTEMAN, INC., Ste. 17
Box 8, Waterloo, IA 53594
1-800-733-1776

ATTENTION TABLE SAW OWNERS
"The Original Jimmy Jig" (Patent applied for)
The all-cemented, new concept in Table Saw Extension Platforms, Universal Top Jig, a one-piece unit that clips and crosscuts any size from 4x8' or oversize sheet material to 63" rip width. No extensions or large support tables req'd. A one-man operation, lightweight 20 lbs., portable, removable, and adapt to all table saws incl. bench top models.

For plans, send cheque or money order for $39.95 U.S. payable to:
J&D. McCOMBIE
c/o MAIL-O-MATIC SERVICES LTD.
2720 South Ingleton Ave.,
Burnaby, B.C. Can. VSC 5X4

LEARN WOODCARVING
100's of quality hand & power carving tools, kits
BOOKS, PLUS MORE. Fast friendly service, lowest price & satisfaction guaranteed. Join 1,000's of happy customers, send $2 for our 76 page color catalog.
Wood Carvers Supply, Inc.
SERVING CARVERS SINCE 1955
P.O. Box 7500-G,
Englewood, FL 34295-7500
WOODCRAFT BANDS, INC.
Specializing in Bandsaw Blades for the
Hobbist and Professional Craftsman
OUR BLADES PROVIDE YOU A
SAVING OF 50% TO 50% OFF
MAJOR BRAND BLADES!
BLADE SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!
For orders and price information
call or write
WOODCRAFT BANDS, INC.
Rt. 4, Box 394-E - Bamboo Road
Boone, NC 28607
Telephone: 704/262-1139

WOODCRAFT CATALOG - $2.00 (Free with order)

FREE BROCHURE!
★ The
Woodworking Shows ★
machinery tools * supplies

12 SHOWS THIS FALL!
* Chicago * Portland
* Columbus * San Diego
* Brighton * Seattle
* Denver * So. California
* Detroit * Twin Cities
* No. California * Washington, DC

Call for free brochure
Monday - Friday 8 am - 5 pm Pacific Time
1-800/826-8257 or 310/477-8521

MAHOGANY
below pine prices!
A Liquidation Sale...

For Information, send SASE to:
Wood Warehouse
373 Gainsborough Rd
Va Beach, VA 23462
(804) 499-3298

Free Catalog
Natural Weaving Supplies for the Craftsman
Learn new weaving for fun or profit.
Large selection of stand canes, cane welding, flat reeds and fibers, chair kits, wood parts, books and more.
Frank's Cane and Rush Supply
7252 Hell Avenue, Dept. W
Huntington Beach, Ca. 92647
(714) 847-0707
ADIRONDACK KITS
LAWN & GARDEN FURNITURE
Build this American Classic with our pre-cut wood parts. Instructions and all hardware included for easy assembly.

Chair... 4999
Table... 4999
Love Seat 89.99
S/H ..... 8.50
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO...
MILLER-WISEMAN
974 S. 22nd. St., El Centro, CA 92243
619-337-5943 CA Res. add 7 3/4 %

The Woodturners Catalog
Craft Supplies USA offers the finest selection of woodturning tools and accessories anywhere.
- Woodfast Lathes
- Carbatec Mini Lathe
- Henry Taylor Tools
- Dale Nish Workshops
Send $2.00 for your 48 page color catalog.
Refunded with order.
Craft Supplies USA
1287 E 1120 S
Provo UT 84606
In a hurry? Call (801) 373-0917

The Ultimate Woodworking Tool.
The Woodworkers' Store
New! 1991-92 Catalog
Over 150 new, hard-to-find items!

Yes! Send me the next four issues of The Woodworkers' Store catalog for only $2/year.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City State Zip ____________________

The Woodworkers' Store
P.O. Box 23115
21801 Industrial Blvd.
Rogers, MN 55374
Credit card orders (612) 428-2199

WOOD MAGAZINE OCTOBER 1992
WOOD MAGAZINE ANNOUNCES:

1993 Build-A-Toy™ Contest
Entry Deadline: February 1, 1993
Our Fifth Annual contest to benefit kids through Toys for Tots.

Don't miss a special 1992 CRAFTED FOR JOY exhibit during the National Crafts Festival September 16 thru November 1, 1992 at Silver Dollar City®, Branson, Missouri. A benefit auction of the award-winning toys will be held at the new Grand Palace Theater December 6, 1992.

GRAND PRIZE:
One Grand Prize open to original designs only for all skill levels.

A trip for a family of four to Silver Dollar City during the 1993 National Crafts Festival.

Top photo: Silver Dollar City Theme Park: The Home of American Craftsmanship themed in a turn of the century crafts village. Plus, you'll find shops, rides, restaurants and fun!

FIRST PRIZE:
One First Prize open to original and existing designs for all skill levels.

A trip to WOOD magazine's IDEA SHOP™ in Des Moines. Meet the editors and spend a day learning some great woodworking tips.

Bottom Photo: IDEA SHOP: Editor-In-Chief Larry Clayton in the IDEA SHOP. Editors chose over 70 manufacturers to donate tools and other products for the shop.

Six design prizes valued at over $8,500 will be awarded for toys built from original designs.

*Transportation not included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDITIONAL COMPETITION PRIZES AND CATEGORIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUDENT (K-12):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DESIGN PRIZES:</strong> These 6 categories are open to original designs only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Prize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Prize</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **SPECIAL CITATIONS:** These 15 categories are open to both original and existing designs. | | |
| Best use of Wood | Constantine: $100 in merchandise | Craftsman Corner: $1,500 in merchandise | Dremel: $1,500 in merchandise |
| Best Finish | Behlen: $200 in merchandise | Behlen: $300 in merchandise | Behlen: $250 in merchandise |
| Greatest Number of Toy Entries | Leichtung: $250 in merchandise | Porter Cable: $1,000 in merchandise | Ecom-Abrasive: $250 in merchandise |
| Best Transportation Toy (Includes: Trains, Planes, Cars) | Skill: $500 in merchandise | Vermont American: $1,000 in merchandise | American Tool Cos.: Quick-Grip Bar Clamp & Vise Grip Locking Clamp ($1,000 retail value) |
| Best Pull Toy | Tool Crib of the North: 3303 ELU Router (retail value: $235) | Meisel Hardware Specialties: $500 in merchandise | SEARS Craftsman: $500 in merchandise |

Special citation prizes are open to all woodworkers who send us a toy. There will be fifteen citation prizes valued at over $10,000 awarded.
BUILD-A-TOY CONTEST:
We're proud to invite woodworkers of every age and skill level to enter our Fifth Annual Build-A-Toy™ Contest. Your toy may be built from original or existing plans.

Build-A-Toy™ is the best way we know of for woodworkers to get the recognition they deserve for great craftsmanship. And many of the toys submitted will be exhibited and auctioned to raise thousands of dollars to purchase toys for children.

1992 CRAFTED FOR JOY EXHIBIT:
Our Crafted for Joy exhibit of award-winning toys designed and built by previous Build-A-Toy™ winners will be on display at the National Crafts Festival at Silver Dollar City®. Over 300,000 people are expected to attend.

BENEFIT AUCTION:
A special auction of the toys will take place on December 6, 1992 at the Grand Palace Theater in Branson, Missouri. The money raised will be given to the Toys For Tots program of the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve so that the Marines can buy more toys for more kids. Last year's benefit auction, which took place in Studio City, CA, raised over $12,000.

ENTER NOW!
Enter our Build-A-Toy™ contest now; help promote the wonderful craft of woodworking, have a chance to win some terrific prizes and make a child very happy this holiday season!

A GIFT FROM WOOD:
Each person who enters our toy contest will receive a "Buy One Admission Get One Admission Free" coupon to Silver Dollar City® Theme Park. If you enter before November 20th you'll also receive an invitation to attend WOOD's benefit auction December 6, 1992 at the new Grand Palace Theater. This is an opportunity to meet the editors of WOOD magazine and other contest entrants, and see how our Build-A-Toy™ and CRAFTED FOR JOY programs work together to benefit Toys For Tots.

WOOD® Magazine's 1993 BUILD-A-TOY™ Competition

1993 RULES
1. Projects must fit into a box no larger than 2" x 2" x 2". The primary material should be wood, but may incorporate other materials.
2. Please follow Consumer Product Safety Commission guidelines: monotonic wood finishes only; no parts smaller than 1 1/4" square on toys for children under three years of age; no sharp corners or points; pull strings longer than 12" should not have beads or other attachments that could tangle and form a loop.
3. Entries must be received by January 1, 1993. All entries must be postmarked; collect entries will be refused. Attach an entry label, photocopy of an entry label or a 3-1/2" x 5" card with your name and address to each toy.
4. A Woodworker who builds toys from existing plans will be eligible for First Prize and Special Citation prizes only. Woodworkers who build their own original designs will be eligible for all prizes. All entries will receive a "buy one admission get one admission free" pass to Silver Dollar City (retail value $20.00) within 4-6 weeks of receipt of toy. One coupon per person only, regardless of the number of toys sent in. No purchase necessary.
5. Entry constitutes permission to use winner's name, hometown and photograph for promotional purposes.
6. Employees and family members of Meredith Corporation, their affiliates and subcontractors are ineligible. Void in Quebec.
7. Winners will be selected and notified by mail on or about April 15, 1993, and will receive the prize directly from the manufacturer/distributor. For a list of winners, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to BUILD-A-TOY, 112 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50309-3179.
8. Meredith Corporation will donate all entries or auction money received from entries to the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve Toys for Tots program.
9. For woodworkers who enter their toy as an original design, toy must be your own original design. A different approach to an existing toy would qualify. Please do not enter toys with only subtle changes from published patterns.
10. A panel of representatives from the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve, Meredith Corporation and woodworking experts will judge the toys on children's appeal, craftsmanship, originality, and durability. The panel's decision will be final.
11. Grand and First Prizes do not include transportation.
You can get useful ideas and product information by mail. Use the coupon in this section to order your choice of literature listed below. Each company mails the catalogs or information directly to you.

POWER TOOLS

SCROLL SAW, CRAFT & WOODWORKING CATALOG—Specialty products from the exclusive distributors of HENGER, the precision saws with SCROLLVERGABE, wholesale. Complete information on scroll saws, including blades and lettering guards. Ask for our free catalog—HOMA, LTD. $2.00. Circle No. 3.

PROFESSIONALS ONLY—Information on the new line of FELDER BFB woodworking machines, including table saw, shaper, jointer/planer and combination machines, starting as low as $4,999. Ask for FULL FACT FILE. Table saws. Deal directly with the importer. Get complete information on the best professional machinery available! AMI LTD. $1.00. Circle No. 4.

TOOL CRIB CATALOG—offers a wide selection of merchandise for home woodworkers to industrial builders and furniture manufacturers. For home manufacturers such as Dewalt, Black & Decker, Delta, Makita, Porter-Cable, Bosch, Milwaukee, Ryobi, Freud and many more. We offer new competitive prices with quality service and same-day shipping. 300-page revised catalog. It's worth it! TOOL-TERM Crib. $3.00. Circle No. 6.

PORTABLE SAW MILL—a man saw mill weighing 45 lbs. Gas and electric models will cut dimensional lumber from logs up to 20 in diameter. Send for brochure. BETTER BUILT CORP. Free. Circle No. 10.

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES—for cabinetmaking, antique restoration, woodworking, wood carving, picture framing, chair caning and more! Over 4000 products in all featured in Constantine's 1993 Woodworkers' Catalog. 116 pages, full color, with every product guaranteed to please or your money back. 2-year subscription available for $15.00. CIRCLE No. 11.

INCA MACHINERY INFORMATION—Complete information on the famous line of Inca woodworking machines. Designed for precision work by the small to medium-sized cabinet shop. Used by thousands of cabinetmakers and professionals. Table saws, bandsaws, jointer/planers, dust collector, radial arm saws. GARRETT WOODYE CO. Free. Circle No. 44.

HOME LUMBER—for the largest selection of Makita at the right price. We also provide great pricing on Amana Carbides, Bostitch Air Nailer & Driver White Instruments. Same day shipping, free freight. We accept VISA, MasterCard, Discover. COD. Send for information. HOME LUMBER. $1.00. Circle No. 48.

LOBO POWER TOOLS—Fine crafted woodworking power tools, top quality, affordable prices. A commitment of customer satisfaction, with a full 1 year warranty. We sell a complete line with many options for our band saws, table saws, sanders, routers, and many more. Send today for our free brochure. LOBO POWER TOOLS. Free. Circle No. 57.

GET TO THE FINISH LINE FASTER—with a Performax drum sander. Don't spend hours with a hand-held belt sander. Sand all your projects in just minutes. Models start at $300 to $3995. Select the model that fits your budget and your needs. New metal abrasives keep sandpaper light without re-wrapping. PERFORMAX. Call toll-free 1-800-741-0880. Circle No. 72.

TOOLS, TOOLS, TOOLS—Hand, power or stationary, we've got it. Send us a Buck and we'll send you our current Promotional Catalog, BEST OF ALL! We'll refund that dollar to you on your first purchase. HOW CAN YOU LOSE? PHILLIPS BROS, SUPPLY, INC. $1.00. Circle No. 80.

WOODWORKING TOOLS & ACCESSORIES—With the history of RBIndustries goes back 60 years, this is the first time we've brought together all your precision woodworking tools and accessories in one catalog. The Hawk Precision Scroll Saw, 4-in-1 Woodplaner, Panel Master Door Machine, Router System, and much more. Quality equipment built here in the USA. When you buy direct from the manufacturer, our prices, quality, and 3 year Warranty reflect our commitment. Send today for FREE information. RB INDUSTRIES, INC. Free. Circle No. 91.


THE ADVANTAGE—That's what you'll have over other woodworkers when you're using SECO MACHINERY. With choices of straight-line rip saws, wide bandwidth dust collectors, power feeders, and lots...lots... more. Write today for a catalog of this woodworkers choice. S. W. R. F. Distributor. Send for complete line of SEVEN CO. $1.00. Circle No. 91.

HARD TOOLS

RADI-PLANE—Professional edge finishing tools. The RADI-PLANE lets you quickly round over an edge without the time or trouble of routing and sanding. Dual, micro-adjustable cutters provide for a quick, precise rounded edge in just one pass. Send for more information. L. M. MATHIES INC. Free. Circle No. 142.

MAINE HAND TOOLS FROM MAINE—Lie-Nielson Toolworks produces some of the best hand tools available today. Our growing line includes Block Planes, Scrolling Planes, Beading Tool and other Housam Toolworke. Send for free information. LIE-NIELSEN TOOLS, INC. Free. Circle No. 147.

PERSONAL BRANDING IRONS—Brochure describes branding irons that enable you to put your name on your work quickly and easily. Made especially for branding woods such as birch, maple and walnut. Send for our brochure. NOVA TOOL CO. $1.00. Circle No. 160.

THE LION MITER TRIMMER—A cast-iron, tool-steel mitering tool made in New England since 1800. This tool will last a lifetime. Cuts any angle 45° to 90°, any wood, hard or soft. Send for information. FOOTATUCK CORP. Free. Circle No. 170.

IMPROVE YOUR WOODWORKING SKILLS—Craftsmen around the world have discovered the secret of better quality for only $2.72 page when Woodworker's Catalog is loaded with a large selection of Japanese saws, waterstones, chisels, gouges, carving tools, planes, cutters and garden tools. Send for 1992 catalog and all supplements for two years. THE JAPAN WOODWORKER. $1.50. Circle No. 190.

STAINS/FINISHES

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE FINISHING—High-quality lacquers, water-based varnishes, HVLP Sprayers, plus water and alcohol-soluble stains and environmentally safe strippers are just a few of the 4000-plus products in Constantine's 1993 Woodworking Catalog. 116 pages of woods, veneers, melamines, trim, hardware, tools, books, plans and more—all guaranteed to please or your money back. 2 year subscription. CONSTANTINE'S. $1.00. Circle No. 210.

PLANS

OVER 1500 WOODCRAFT PATTERNS! Enjoy making gifts, toys, lawn ornaments, holiday designs, whirligigs, folk art, bird houses and feeders, household and yard accessories plus much more! Simple enough for the beginner, fun and profitable for the pro. Send for catalog plus sample pattern. ACCENTS IN PINE. $2.00. Circle No. 310.

WOODWORKERS' PLANS AND SUPPLIES—Wood projects are simplified with the high quality plans, specialty hardware and other supplies offered by Armor Products. Over 100 plans are available for making toys, desks, clocks, pool tables, lamps, chest, and other furniture. Movements, dials, moldings, ornaments, dollhouse kits, door hinges, and decorative parts are also available. ARMOR PRODUCTS, INC. Circle No. 315.

SALES TESTED DESIGNS—available as plans only, parts kits, or plans and parts kits. Complete stock of parts, tools, and supplies. Door Harps to Digital Electronic/Wood Projects. Full size plans. Catalog $2.00 refundable with first order. CRAFTSMAN'S MART. $2.00. Circle No. 328.

FULL-SIZE FURNITURE PLANS CATALOG—Illustrates and describes over 200 plans for making furniture of quality found in museums and fine furniture stores. Plans include rolltop desk, cradles, dining tables, chairs, buffets, chests, gun cabinets, poker table, children's furniture, rocking horse, spinning wheels, and more. Bill of materials exploded drawings assist the woodworker. FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC. $20.00. Circle No. 345.

STICKLER FOR DETAIL?—At last an exciting new line of realistic wood block models that you can build with your own scrap wood and dowels and my easy-to-follow instructions. Highly detailed plans for a 230 lb. dump truck. GATTON PLAN SUPPLY. $1.00. Circle No. 350.

ROLL-A-WAY TOOL CABINETS—Have your tools where you want them with a roll-a-way tool cabinet. Plans available for model that will store under bench and for model that has a work surface 24" x 36". Send for free information. JOHN S WOOD PRODUCTS. $1.00. Circle No. 390.

PROJECT PLANS—Full-size patterns for over 500 easy-to-build woodworking projects. Nation's leading source for scroll saw patterns, cow projects, toy plans, yard ornaments, wood furniture, etc. Over 3000 hard-to-find specialty items. Send for your new big 80-page catalog. MEESI HARDWARE SPECIALTIES. $2.00. Circle No. 401.

MASTER TOOLS CATALOG—1992-93 catalog of the finest woodworking tools catalog. Full line of the best hand tools, power tools & accessories, machinery, tools, finishing supplies, workbenches, and much more. Hurry! All prices subject to change. Lots of technical information. GARRETT WOOD CO. 400 Circular No. 655.

DISCOUNT WOODWORKING TOOLS AND SUPPLIES—Get your FREE copy of Trendline's new 68-page catalog of over 1,000 tools and supplies. Includes over 4,000 brand name products including: power tools and accessories, hand tools, screws, hardware, woodworking supplies, tools, books, and much more. FREE LIBRARY. Free. Circle No. 655.

COMPLIMENTARY TOOL CATALOG—Woodcraft offers over 4,000 of the finest woodworking tools, books, supplies, and cabinetry hardware in our complete full-line catalog. We have been in business since 1928. Backed by Woodcraft's unconditional guarantee. Free technical assistance. WOODCRAFT SUPPLY CO. Free. Circle No. 655.


KITS

OUR QUEEN ANNE FURNITURE KITS—ready to assemble and finish. The frames include tables, chairs, hutches, sideboards, a variety of occasional tables, and a personal desk. All are made in solid hardwood, oak, walnut, and mahogany. We also stock individual Queen Anne parts for everything in the kit. Send for our brochure. ADAMS WOOD PRODUCTS. Free. Circle No. 1002.

DO-IT-YOURSELF KITS—Choose from a large selection of heirloom, washable and malleable fabrics, as well as a huge selection of high quality cabinets for a variety of solid hardwoods, cherry, oak, and walnut. Buy direct from the factory and save. Send for 36 page color catalog. EMPEROR CLOCK CO. Free. Circle No. 1002.

SHIP MODELING CATALOG—Historic Ship Models. Museum quality replicas you build yourself. Pre-cut hulls, masts, metal and brass fittings, cloth sails, plans and instructions. Send for our brochure. ADAMS WOOD PRODUCTS. Free. Circle No. 1002.

MUSIC MAKER'S KEEP BOOK—a 32-page resource catalog for building and learning to play handmade musical instruments. This source book contains plans, blueprints, tools, hardware, and instructions for building such instruments as guitars, banjos, ukuleles, harps, violins, violas, and more. MUSIC MACHINES. Free. Circle No. 1002.

SHOP ACCESSORIES

INTRODUCING THE AIR YOU WEAR—Available now for the woodworking industry, is a powered air respirator that is lightweight, portable and effective in filtering dust and fumes. The respirator's air filter removes dust and provides 100% of the air you breathe. Send for brochure. AIRFORCE DUST HELMETS. Free. Circle No. 1002.


ECON-ABRASIVES—manufactures abrasives belts to suit any application. Send for our catalog. ECON-ABRASIVES. Free. Circle No. 1022.

ECON-ABRASIVES—manufactures abrasives belts to suit any application. Send for our catalog. ECON-ABRASIVES. Free. Circle No. 1022.

GENERAL WOODWORKING CATALOGS

CONSTANTINE'S 181st ANNIVERSARY CATALOG—contains wood, veneers, tools, and supplies. Choose veneers in more than 80 varieties, inlays, overlays, hardwoods, molds, tools, and supplies. Send for catalog. CONSTANTINE'S 181st Anniversary Catalog. $1.00. Circle No. 598.

EASY DOES IT—With HTC's power tool accessories, discover many unique items, designed only with you in mind. The dedicated woodworker, in mind. Let your imagination soar as you work with your shop and accomplish nearly impossible tasks easily, quickly, and safely. Send for catalog and receive a coupon for free wheels and axle parts. TOYS AND JOYS. $1.00. Circle No. 1480.

WOOD MOISTURE METER—Avoid moisture problems such as cracking, warping, splitting, delamination etc. by using a moisture meter, as described in the latest brochure, "How to Measure Moisture." The moisture meter is adjustable for different moisture levels. All readings are marked in a list. HTG PRODUCTS, INC. Free. Circle No. 1245.

ROUTER SPEED CONTROLLER—Reduces speed of the router and limits. Route at the speed that gives best results with the wood and bit you are using. Speed adjustable from full speed to 0 RPM. Less heat stops—longer wear on bits—easy to use—new today for information. MLCS LTD. Free. Circle No. 1251.

PUT YOUR ANGLE GRINDER IN ORBIT—With the MAGNUM ORBIT ORBIT SANDER you can transform your Angle Grinder into a top quality random orbit sander. You will be able to sand any wood, in any direction without leaving cross grain, scratch, or swirl marks with 120 grit in just one pass—Send for information. MAGNUM PRODUCTS INC. $1.00. Circle No. 1263.

BITS, BLADES, CUTTING TOOLS


FREUD—Premier line of carbide-tipped sawblades, router bits, shaper cutters, and other woodworking tools. Free freight on all standard and custom orders. Catalogue available with a selection of "Made in America" items. EAGLE AMERICA CORP. Free. Circle No. 1320.

THE SOURCE FOR KNIFEMAKING SUPPLIES—We have a complete line of quality materials, including tools, blades, and accessories. Our selection includes all types of materials, from high quality steels to the latest in cutting edge materials. Contact us for a free brochure. Bower Knives Inc. Free. Circle No. 1320.

PRODUCTION QUALITY CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS—MLCS Ltd. has a new 32-page catalog featuring hundreds of high quality carbide tipped router bits, shaper cutters, the Router Speed Control, the "Multi-Adapter" router table, and the "Multi-Adapter" router table. Send for a free new router bit catalog. MLCS LTD. Free. Circle No. 1212.

HARDWARE/WOOD PARTS

QUALITY OX GEE FOOT MOULDING—We offer top quality hardwoods, various heights and patterns are available. Designs are easily cut to size and ready to install. Prices are reasonable. Send for free brochure. ROLLIDGE MOULDING. Free. Circle No. 1410.

hardware—A unique 48-page catalog of the very finest in classic, traditional solid brass cabinet hardware. All of these products are made in the U.S. by Double & Single post handles, knobs, escutcheons, standard & specialty hinges, box hardware, brass screws, casters, latches, catches, locks, and more. GACCIA-WETZEL. Free. Circle No. 1427.

HORSE BRASSES—Brass offers the finest solid brass hardware available. Whether you are restoring your colonial home or building a park, your needs are met with our comprehensive line of hardware. HORTON BRASSES. $3.00. Circle No. 1430.

WOOD TOY PATTERNS—Patterns for all ages including children's patterns and executive toys. Send for catalog and receive a coupon for free wheels and axle parts. TOYS AND JOYS. $1.00. Circle No. 1480.
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THE WOODWORKING SHOWS MACHINERY, TOOLS, AND SUPPLIES—Hundreds of products for the woodworker demonstrated and sold at discount prices at every Woodworking Show. In-depth seminars and free workshops on a variety of woodworking topics. Shows are scheduled for 27 states. Full information at the free brochure "THE WOODWORKING SHOWS." Circle No. 2095.

CARVING SUPPLIES

WOOD CARVING MACHINES AND ACCES-
SORIES—make all types of wood carving easy, fun and profitable. The machines do the work. Whether for sign carving, flat 3-D, decors, panels, gun stocks or furniture, we have the proper machine for the job. Professional woodcarving for the hobbyist and superior quality for the professional. Begin your hobby or full-time business by ordering our catalog and price list. MARLIN INDUSTRIES, INC., Box 464, Winona, MN 55987.

WOODWORKING TOOLS—Whittlers and carvers—Warren Tool Co. offers a complete catalog of whittling and carving hand tools, sharpening aids, wood carves and related wood carving supplies. WARREN TOOL CO., Box 294, Dickeyville, WI 53807.

WOOD CARVERS SUPPLY INC.—Our 38th
Year—Complete 76 page color catalog including over 2,000 carving tools, books & supplies, such as arrow kit, gun carving tools, ship model kits, plus much more. We offer great service, quality products and a 30-day money back guarantee. Send for 2-year subscription. WOOD CARVERS SUPPLY INC. $2.00. Circle No. 2190.

1993 GLOBAL CARVING CHALLENGE—Aquatic Life—Over $15,000 in cash & prizes will be awarded in the 1993 G.C. Carving contest featuring all forms of aquatic life including a Myriad category. Mail in & hand delivered entries are accepted. Send for free information. WOOD CARVERS SUPPLY, Inc. Circle No. 2191.

CLAMPS

MERLE ADJUSTABLE CORNER CLAMP—Quick & easy to use. It forces your work into square. Fully adjustable from 2½ x 2½ to 63 x 63 in. Perfect for clamping picture frames, cabinets, or anything that requires 90° corner clamps. Clamp is constructed of aluminum & steel construction, a true industrial quality tool. Send today for information. MLCS LTD. Free. Circle No. 2250.

QUAKER STATE WOODWORKING SUPPLY INC.—one of the largest "Quick-Grip" & "Jorgenstein" dealers on the EAST COAST. Great prices along with expert service and advice will make QUAKER STATE your supplier of woodworking clamps and equipment. Information and price list. QUAKER STATE. Free. Circle No. 2260.

CLOCKS

KLOCKIT’S FREE 64-PAGE COLOR CATALOG—packed with the largest selection of beautiful wood clock kits for all skill levels, a huge selection of quartz and mechanical clock movements, dials and accessories, turned wood parts, music movements, tools and much more for the craftsman. KLOCKIT. Free. Circle No. 2335.

FASTENING PRODUCTS

SPECIALIZING IN SQUARE DRIKE SCREWS—Offering sizes 4 x 1½ to 14 x 2 zinc plated, stainless steel, brass plated, solid brass and black phosphorous. Also available T-nuts, cross dowels, joint connectors, bolts, screws and nuts. A wide variety of hand tools and drive bits. Send for literature. Bruzo Fastener, $2.00. Circle No. 2425.

SQUARE DRIVE SCREWS—Thousands agree—once you try them you will never want to use anything else! The square drive recess virtually eliminates striping. Compass center bit creates stand-up threads resulting in exceptional holding power, and they are heat treated for strength. Sizes from 4 x 1½ to 14 x 1, with stainless steel, solid brass, brass plated, and zinc plated available. Quantity discounts to bulk orders. McEFeely HARDWOODS. $1.00. Circle No. 2450.

TECH FORGE FASTENING PRODUCTS—Save as much as 50% on the rails, staples, and brads you need for your air driven nails and staples. You will receive a complete catalog of all the fasteners, tools and great savings over the normal store price or even over the prices charged regularly by other mail-order firms. Don’t hesitate to call us, we save you money. TECH FORGE INDUSTRIES, INC. $1.00. Circle No. 2475.
FINISHING TOUCHES

THE FAMILY FARM, IN WOOD FROM A TO Z

When K. K. “Brink” Brinkmeyer of Dysart, Iowa, and his 10 brothers and sisters sold the family farm to settle his parents’ estate, he thought he had better record its image for posterity. For Brink, a hardware store owner, that didn’t mean digging out the camera. An avid woodworker, he had another idea—re-create the farmstead in different woods.

Four hundred and two ¼”-thick pieces of 36 wood species and “God only knows how many hours” later, Brink unveiled his masterpiece. The 24” x 48” marquetry picture shown right depicts the family farm as it was when he grew up. “Now, there’s nothing left,” he says. “The new owner bulldozed it to add to his tillable land.”

The bark of the Pacific yew tree (Taxus brevifolia) contains the cancer-fighting drug taxol. What other potential wonder cures might lurk in the Northwest’s ancient Douglas-fir forests? Scientists don’t yet know for sure, but field botanists point to Oregon oxalis, a groundcover long used by Native Americans to ease eye irritation. Then there’s foamflower and the pitch of western white pine for coughs, salad leaf to cool burns, and skunk cabbage for easing rheumatism. These are all forest associates of yew.

CORDLESS PIONEER LAUNCHES RECYCLE PROGRAM

Unlike single-use alkaline batteries, rechargeable batteries contain the metallic elements nickel and cadmium (Ni-Cad), which can be recycled into new rechargeable batteries. And Black & Decker, the company that in 1961 introduced the first rechargeable Ni-Cad battery-powered drill, wants back the spent batteries from their products.

According to Black & Decker, Ni-Cad batteries last up to seven years. But, when they no longer hold a charge, or the length of the charge diminishes, it’s time for a change. New Ni-Cad batteries cost from $8 to $20, but installation is free at any of the company’s 750 authorized service centers around the nation. Just bring in the tool, and service people will take out the old and put in the new. Call 800/762-6672 for service locations.

WOODWORKING CLUBS: WHO’S OUT THERE?

Attention, woodworkers! If you belong to a woodworking club, we’d like to hear from you. From time to time, we’d like to solicit article ideas, tips, and maybe even some scouting help, from active hobbyists. But for this networking, we need some names.

Here’s our plan: For every club that responds (please include president’s name, phone number, club size, and permanent mailing address), we’ll send back a copy of our book 335 Great Shop Tips. That’s a $10 value, for use in your club’s library (only one book per club, though). Address correspondence to: Clubs, WOOD magazine, 1912 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50309-3379.

Photograph: Courtesy of K.K. Brinkmeyer  Illustrations: Jim Stevenson
Bit depth adjustment precision exceeding .004" is just the start of the advantages our Model 1613 and 1614 series plunge routers give you. Now you can make those micro-fine adjustments from any plunge position, without sacrificing plunging action. But only with Bosch. Other plunge routers force you to lock them down to make fine adjustments — in effect, making them standard routers. Our system makes precise adjustments far easier for inlay work, edge forming and fixture routing.

We designed in a lot of other features you asked for, too. Like a resettable depth indicator that can be zeroed in any position. And templet guides that are securely held in the base and quickly changed at the push of a lever. Even the chip shield flips out of your way for fast bit and templet guide changing.

Then there's that smooth, raw Bosch power that lets you make high speed passes for aggressive stock removal. And on the electronic models, your selected speed is maintained even under full load.

For detailed product information on single speed Models 1613 and 1614 and electronic variable speed Models 1613EV and 1614EV, contact your Bosch dealer. Ask him for a demonstration and price. You'll soon discover real Bosch precision, performance and value.

"Quality You Can Hold On To."
NOW! PLANE, MOLD, SAND and SAW with

Infinitely Variable Power-Feed!

MAKES YOU MONEY... SAVES YOU MONEY!

Put this versatile power-feed tool to work in your shop... see how fast it pays for itself! Quickly converts low-cost rough lumber into valuable finished stock. Turns out perfect picture frame moldings, quarter-round, casing, tongue and groove... all popular patterns... any custom design.

- Just a twist of the dial puts twice as many cuts-per-inch at your fingertips as any comparable planer - from 70 to over 1,000 CPI! This heavy-duty machine will sail through even the toughest oak at higher speeds, or you can slow it down to handle those "hard-to-work" pieces like curly maple, knotty cedar, burls, knees and much more! A valuable feature for molding work, where profiles make sanding impossible.

- Change to Molding, Sanding or Sawing in just minutes! Unique "Morse-Taper" Quick Change Cutterhead guarantees fast changeover... bearings remain factory set... precisely aligned at all times.

- Now choose from three powerful models! Woodmaster introduces the first 18" and 25" Planer/Molders... with all the features that have made the 12" model the most versatile Planer/Molder on the market! Send for Free Facts today!

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL!

Woodmaster's Quick-Change Molding Head lets you create custom moldings from any stock. Choose from over 250 standard trim and picture frame patterns... or design your own!

Power-fed sanding speeds production and improves the quality of your work. No more waves or cross-grain scratches. Separate sanding head installs in just minutes.

New ripsaw attachment lets you gang-rip with power feed in a fraction of the time it takes for multiple hand-fed passes on an ordinary table saw.

MAIL TODAY OR CALL
1-800-821-6651 Ext PW56

Here's What Woodmaster Owners Say:

Shop Test Results—"It does an excellent job of planing, on a par with more expensive machines, and even better than some commercial models."

Editor, Workbench Magazine

Best Value—"After checking them all, Woodmaster was obviously the best deal for the money. Also, I would like to acknowledge the polite and prompt service."

E. D. Holtz, North Carolina